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-‘Proposal may hurt businesses

Title law causes local concern
Kentucky, the only state in the
union without a title law, operates
with vehicle registration papers
issued through the county clerk's
office. However, copies of all
records are sent to Frankfort.
Teresa Rushing, a 10-year
clerk's office employee and wife
of used car dealer Charles
Rushing, said the law would be
harmful to small dealers and autorelated businesses. Under the current system, dealers present
drafts (checks valid on receipt of
registration papers) to agencies
where they purchase cars. The
"There are about 1,500 to 2,000 dealers then bring back the cars to
employed in used car-related their shops to clean up prior to reselling them. Under the title law,
fields. I'm afraid it (the title law
would take about 700," he said. Rushing said, dealers can re-sell
"The auto business is a big in- cars but the draft does not become
dustry for us ( Calloway County)." valid unless the title of the car is
In 1981, 18,000 out-of-state cars presented to the buyer within two
were registered in the clerk's of- weeks of the sale. When the twofice, Harris said. Of that figure,90 week period expires, dealers are
notified to pick up their cars and
percent were handled by used car
dealers. In 1960, the clerk's office the sale is void.
The car market moves up end
handled 14,000 out-of-state cars.
down each week and dealers could
"My only interest is the
lose a great deal of money if cars
economy of Calloway County. I'm
not obligated to any dealer," Har- could not be sold immediately,
Rushing added.
ris added.

By Matt Sanders
Officials in the Calloway County
Clerk's Office aqd some used car
dealers expressed negative opinions concerning a proposed
automobile title law after the bill
received approval in the Kentucky
House of Representatives.
Clerk Marvin Harris said his
major concern was the proposed
law's effect on Calloway County's
economy. According to the clerk,
such a law could force several
dealers and related businessmen
out of business.

a.

She and Harris estimated, in
some cases, it may take two
weeks to receive a title from
Frankfort.
Rushing estimated the average
price of a used car between $6,000$7,000 with some models running
higher. When several autos are
purchased at on time, a dealer's
business may be halted since so
much money is committed while
waiting for a title.
"The title law wouldn't hurt if
the county clerk could issue it,"
she said.
Many dealers could not be able
to borrow money because of a
small margin of profit compared
to bank interest rates and costs of
clean-up and freight, Harris said.
Auto-related businesses including clean-up shops, body
shops, upholstery shops, auto supply and part shops, salvage shops,
and glass shops also would suffer,
Rushing added.
According to Associated Press
'reports, proponents of the title law
claim it would offer protection to
consumers and the government
against car thieves. Harris

disagreed with the statement saying Kentucky is not a dumping
ground for stolen cars. He added
clerks in all 120 Kentucky counties
use and have access to the same
car registration computer system
which has helped Kentucky State
Police track down missing autos.
Eurie Garland, of Garland's Used Car Lot,.said a title law would
place a hardship on dealers
because of the time it takes to
receive a title from Frankfort and
added costs.
Bill Crouse, of Bill Crouse Motor
Sales agreed. He said he is against
the law because of the time factor.
Another used car dealer, who
asked that his name be withheld,
also was concerned about the time
element involved which could tie
up a dealer's money into cars he
could not move immediately.
Some used car dealers contacted by the Murray Ledger &
Times declined comment on the
matter.
The bill, supported by Gov.John
Y. Brown, has met with defeat in
the legislature for the last 20
years. Following house approval,
it was sent to the senate.
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President's budget takes Capitol Hill Inciting
By CLIFF HAAS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP — President Reagan's 1983 budget is takinga beating all over Capitol Hill

as committees get to work on chairman of the Senate Apseparate pieces of the proposal propriations Committee, said
and most of the punches are being Tuesday that Reagan's call for
.$14.2 billion in domestic spending
thrown by Republicans.
Sen. Mark 0. Hatfield, R-Ore., cuts is all but dead.
"I don't think the ;14 billion is
there," Hatfield said in an interview.
He said "the optimum outer
limit" would hold spending for
domestic programs for the 1983
fiscal year to current levels. "I
think we'll be doing well to hold
1984 and to start production in
the line," he added.
1987, said Curt Yeager, an inThe $14.2 billion in cuts are part
stitute official in Palo Alto, Calif.
of a larger Reagan package that
The Shawnee Steam Plant, 16
would result in a 1983 budget
miles west of Paducah, owned and
deficit of $91.5 billion. Without
operated by TVA, was built in the
those cuts — or adjustments
early 1950s to supply electricity to
elsewhere — the deficit would go
the Paducah atomic plant, where
higher.
uranium is enriched for nuclearMeanwhile, Senate Republican
power production.
sources reported that several
A slump in the sale of coal has
committees which oversee
been blamed on the pollutionvarious government programs apcontrol equipment required to
pear ready to call for spending
burn,high-sulfur coal. The slump
about $10 billion more than
has resulted in the loss of
Reagan wants.
thousands of jobs in Western KenThose "program committees"
tucky, Southern Indiana and Ilin both the Senate and House are
linois over the past four years.
preparing the spending recommendations they will forward to
the budget committees in each
house. Those recommendations

Paducah may be chosen
- as site for power plant
SponPADUCAH, Ky.. AP
sors of a demonstration power
plant that could provide a boost to
the market for high-sulfur coal
have indicated that Kentucky has
a good chance of being the site for
the facility.
A $200 million generating
system that its sponsors believe
will show that high-sulfur coal can
be burned without using expensive
pollution-control devices could be
located at the Tennessee Valley
Authority's Shawnee Steam Plant
near Paducah.
-• The Electrical Power Research
Institute hopes to start construction of the demonstration plant in

•

s'

Officials confiscate alcohol
from Murray State fraternity

The Sigma Pi fraternity, 1614
was raided by Calloway
alive,
•
'County Sheriff's Dept. Friday
'night according to a department
. spokesman. Taken were four
•'eases of liquor in'liter bottles,
and one-half cases of beer and
three kegs of beer.
Bruce Tolley, Sigma Pi president, and attorney Gary
Haverstock represented the
fraternity in district court. A guilty plea was entered and District
Judge David Buckingham fined
the fraternity ;1,000. One-half, or
$500, of the fine was susPenda on
the condition the fraternity was
not charged with a like offence
during one year's time.
Tolley signed a $1,000 peace
bond for one year's duration as the

Sigma Pi representative.
The Sheriff's Dept. arrested
Michael Jackson, 22, Monday. He
was charged with receiving stolen
property.
Jackson allegedly received a
motorcycle stolen Thursday from
a private residence. The motorcycle was recovered by the department Saturday.
Murray police arrested two people Tuesday night according to
Det. Charles Peeler.
Kenneth H. Murphy, 18, and a
juvenile were charged with theft
by unlawful taking over $100. The
two allegedly stole hubcaps from
a vehicle belonging to Edward
Hale parked in the St. Leo
Catholic Church parking lot,
Twelfth and Paine Streets.

Mayfield's General Tire Plant
.may benefit when Akron closes
...
.
The Mayfield General Tire and
_ Rubber Company plant may
„. benefit from the announced elm.
ing of the firm's Akron, Ohio,
facility.
The shutdown will result in the
loss of approximately 1,000 jobs.
..,According to Bill Thorsby,
, Mayfield plant manager, the company has not made any decisions
on distribution of workload.
„However, Mayfield officials are
;ihopeful the truck tire production
• line will be relocated at the
• Graves County plant, Thorsby
said.
•
M.G. O'Neal, Ceneral Tire's
• president and chairman, said the
.shutdown was because of money
problems. Development of longer-

wearing radial tires, reduction in
auto usage and impact of foreign
imports all resulted in a decline of
the domestic tire market, he added. The announcement was made
Monday.
The company estimated the
shutdown would result in a $40 to
$50 million pre-tax charge against
1982 earnings, O'Neal said. It
would be the 15th domestic tire
plant closing since 1979.
The Akron plant manufactured
6,000 tires of all types daily.
The announcement was made
one week before United Rubber
Worker officials begin negotiations with other major rubber producers for a three-year labor contract.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's utilities must tighten
their belts and use restraint in
seeking rate increases, according
to the state Public Service Commission.
"With unemployment at 11.5
percent of the working force in
Kentucky, with labor unions being
asked for givebacks, with federal
assistance programs being reduced and with many persons still
-ttruggling with the payment of
record heating bills, this is no time
for conducting utility businesses
as usual," the three-member PSC
_
said Monday.
The PSC position was contained
in a statement delivered to the
Kentucky Telephone Association
in Lexington by commission
chairman Marlin Volz. It was also
signed by commissioners
Katherine Randall and Dennis
Carrigan.
"In the public interest, in the
long-range best interest of
shareholders and members, and
in the showing of an enlightened
sensitivity to the financial plight
of thousands of consumers, this is
a time for a showing of restraint in
seeking rate increases," the PSC
said.
"We call upon the Kentucky
utility companies to exercise this
self-restraint during this critical
period in Kentucky's economic
history," the PSC said.
It stressed that the statement
was directed to all utilities under
the jurisidiction of the PSC.
It noted that in the first major
rate cases decided by the commission last year, granting a reduced
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$10 ilion, tighten requirements
and pay-back procedures for
guaranteed student loans and
abolish the Education Department and make it a foundation.
"We can't afford the defense
budget at the expense of the
education budget," Rep. William
F. Goodling, R-Pa., told Education Secretary T.H. Bell at a committee hearing.
Rep. John Ashbrook of Ohio,
ranking Republican on the panel
and a strong supporter of.the administration during last year's
budget-cutting, told Bell: "Many
of these proposals I can't support."
At the House Agriculture Committee Tuesday, legislators
discarded the administration's admittedly understated estimate of
the 1983 cost for farm price supports and called for restoration of
spending cuts proposed for other
programs.
A recommended spending plan
adopted by the committee wipes
out the 20 percent spending cut
Reagan called for, adding between $6.4 billion and $9 billion to
what Reagan recommended for
the Agriculture Department next
year.

increase to South Central Bell, the
commission had pointed out that
difficult decisions had been made
in state government to reduce expenditures without curtailing services or raising taxes.
"The commission expects this
same attitude toward controlling
costs by the utilities it regulates,"
the South Central Bell order had
said.
"In our order we made clear
that we were not limiting those
remarks to the company in question, and today we want to repeat
that charge to all of the utilities we
regulate," the statement said.
"They simply must find ways to
eut costs, defer requests for
higher rates and slow the rate in-

creases in utility bills.
"In undertaking its difficult
work, the commission is required
by statute to balance the needs of
companies and consumers," the
statement said. "We believe that
the utility companies also have a
duty to strike a similar balance
between their own needs and the
financial plight of their
customers.
"At the present time it is not
enough to say that a utility cannot
earn its allowed rate of return
when otherwise operating in the
black," the PSC said.
The PSC members said the
volume of complaints it receives
about utility rates is substantially

greater - "and the tone of many
substantially greater " - than
when they took office last year.
"Now complaints simply asking
us to keep in mind fixed or low income status are in the minority,"
it said. "In blunt language, the
complainants are beginning increasingly to demand action to
discourage or stop the increases.
"Unless steps are taken by the
management of the utility companies to tighten up their operations; to initiate cost-cutting or
cost-deferral measures; and to
reduce the upward pressure on
rates, more vigorous and
numerous consumer complaints
most assuredly will occur," the
PSC said.

President greeted by demonstrators
LOS ANGELES (AP)— Presi- Republican Sen. Harrison
dent Reagan, trying to bury pro- Schmidt. The president also got an
posals to cut defense spending, enthusiastic welcome earlier at a
says the alternative to a big Pen- campaign rally in Cheyenne,
tagon buildup is "a larger and in- Wyo., for Sea. Malcolm Wallop,
creased possibility of war."
another Republican.
Reagan coupled his blunt stateHis message at both stops was
ment Tuesday with a declaration that Congress should not cut Penthat he is willing to run up a big tagon spending or trim the perbudget deficit "if that is what it sonal income tax cuts enacted last
takes to buy peace for the rest of year as a means of reducing the
this century."
deficit.
In an attempt to whittle down
Reagan also dismissed proposthe $91.5 billion deficit projected ed revisions of his deficit, saying,
by the administration for 1983, "many of these are not genuine
congressional Republicans and budget alternatives at all, but
Democrats alike are urging political documents designed for
Reagan to scale back his plan for saving certain legislators'
an 18 percent boost in military political hides rather than saving
outlays.
the economy."
"What they say is absolutely
The president planned to adtrue,"-Reagan said, referring th dress the Los Angeles County
his critics. "There is an alter- Board of Supervisors today about
native to a larger defense budget. the budget and his "new
It is a larger and increased federalism" program before
possibility of war....
heading to Santa Barbara for a 4"A cutback in defense," Reagan day vacation at his mountaintop
said, "would be a cutback in our ranch.
chance of peace and security."
Despite Reagan's tough talk,
Reagan sounded the warning presidential counselor Edwin
before a cheering, clapping, Meese III struck a more conwhistling audience at a campaign ciliatory note as he spoke with
rally at Albuquerque, N.M., for reporters on Air Force One

More charges lodged against
men arrested,jailed Sunday
Kenny Jackson and Kim Kendall, arrested Sunday night, had
two more third degree burglary
charges added to their original
charges, according to Murray
Police Det. Charles Peeler.
The new charges stem from
Jackson and Kendall's alleged involvment with breakins at Farris
Grain and Tobacco, Industrial
Road, and Fitts Block and Ready
Mix,East Main.
Jackson was also charged with
receiving stolen property, allegedly taken from Conagra Inc., Old
Concord Road.
Jackson appeared before
District Judge David Buckingham

Monday for charges given him
Sunday night. Jackson waived his
right to an attorney. He was
sentenced 1 year for theft by
unlawful taking under $100 and 30
day-§ for possession of marijuana.
The two terms are to run concurrently.
In circuit court, Kendall asked
that an attorney be present before
he was arraigned. His case will be
heard March 8. A property bond of
$5,000 was posted.
Both were arrested at Stokes
Tractor and Implement Co., Industrial Road, and originally
charged with third degree
burglary.

neading for Los Angeles.
"When you start negotiating,
you have to start from
someplace," Meese said. "We're
staking out the place to start
from."

Firefighters
respond twice
Approximately one-half acre of
land by the Rattlin' Bridge was
burned Tuesday night as the
result of a fire which spread from
a nearby garbage dump, according to Richard Steen of the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad.
Cause of the fire has not yet
been determined, he added. Six
men with one truck battled the fire
for 30 minutes.
Late Tuesday morning, four
firefighters with two trucks extinguished a field fire on Old
Salem Church Road off Highway
121. The blaze burned one acre of
land owned by George Dunn.
Cause is unknown,Steen said.
No injuries were reported in
each incident.
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Fewer defense dollars may mean war

25.1h.

Field

Bologna
We

for.
Elsewhere, the Senate Finance
Committee voted Tuesday to hold
the 1983 federal deficit to the $91.5
billion proposed by Reagan, but
indicated it will do so by raising
taxes rather than cutting
domestic spending as much as the
president proposes.
The panel, which has jurisdiction over all taxes and about half
of all federal spending, agreed on
a 14-2 vote to send to the Senate
Budget Committee a required
report on how it expects programs
it oversees to be changed for 1983.
But the committee went out of its
way to disavow any endorsement
of Reagan's budget for the fiscal
year that begins Oct. 1.
'We are not locking ourselves
into anything," said Sen. Bob
Dole, R-Kan., chairman of the
committee.
Reagan's budget walls for $6.6
billion in spending cuts under
Finance Committee jurisdiction
and $12.8 billion in tax increases.
On the other side of the Capitol,
Republicans on the House Education and Labor Committee broke
ranks Tuesday with Reagan on his
proposals to reduce federal education funds from about $13 billion to

Utilities must tighten belts, hold increases down

Come On In And Play
PAC MAN
and
CENTIPEDE

Grandma's

will form the basis of the spending
blueprints budget writers will
draft. Thus, the recommendations
are the first formal action's Congress takes on the president's
budget.
Senate Majority Leader Howard
H. Baker Jr., R-Tenn., has sent
Senate committee chairmen a letter urging them to hold down spending.
"Without reductions in spettding
at least as large as those recommended by the president, we will
face the certain prospect of
deficits of more than $100 billion in
1983 and the years beyond," Baker
wrote.
"The economic consequences of
such prolonged and large deficits
could very well be further high interest rates and an aborted
recovery that could jeopardize our
party's economic platform,"
Baker added.
Baker's letter was prompted by
a confidential survey the Senate
leadership has taken of several
committees.
Sources who asked not to be
identified said the survey showed
the Senate committees were likely
to recommend spending about $10
billion more than Reagan calls

By The Associated Press
President Reagan,
stumping the West for his
"new federalism" program, was greeted at
each stop by
demonstrators upset by
his stands on women's
rights, El Salvador,
defense and the economy.

12 Oz. Pkg.
When he arrived in Los
Angeles Tuesday night,

about 30 protesters carry- another 600 demonstrated
ing signs in support of the during his stop in AlbuEqual Rights Amend- querque, N.M.
ment . marched outside
In Cheyenne, a coalithe Century Plaza Hotel.
tion of the elderly, union
members, women's
Earlier Tuesday, about
rights activists and anti700 people protested the
war protesters marched
administration's peacefully under the
economic policies and inname "Ronald Reagan
tervention in El Salvador
Welcome Committee "
while Reagan spoke in
"We'd hate to see
Cheyenne, Wyo., and

Reagan come to
Cheyenne and walk away
thinking we're all happy," said Keith Henning,
the AFL-CIO executive
secretary for Wyoming.
In Albuquerque, protesters carried placards
that read, "Send Reagan
back to B-rated movies,"
and chanted, "No more
war, U.S. and El
Salvador."
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Lent is time
ofpreparation
for Easter

Lent. In Old English it means spring. As a Christian observance, it's been around since at least the
4th century.
Lent is a time of preparation, a season on fasting
and penitence,a readying of one's self for Easter.
Spring is a time of preparation and renewal.
Resolutions made at New Year's may be
remembered and renewed. Fields and garden plots
are prepared for planting. Decisions on which
shade to paint the house trim are made in anticipation of warmer weather. Vacation planning begins.
Lent's 40 days between Ash Wednesday and
Easter fall at a time, too, when thoughts of selfimprovement begin stirring us out of our winter's
hibernation. The cold months often encourage inactivity — physical and mental — and we begin to feel
the itch to stretch those muscles and grow.
Lent can be a season of discovery whether one
values it as a time that has special meaning in his or
her faith. These 40 days are long enough to accomplish a goal we set for ourselves, but they are
not so long that discourage us from starting.
Opportunities for self-discovery abound. Our
community has so many churches that most personal religious preferences can be satisfied by at
least one of the congregations.
Consider setting aside Lent, these early spring
days, to do something for yourself. You'll be doing
the folks who see you daily a favor and improving
our community as well.

by rowlond evans and robert novak

inside report

White House trying to stop New York GOP disaster
WASHINGTON — Shaken by New
York City mayor Ed Koch's sudden
candidacy for governor, the White
House is quietly plotting intervention
to avert a GOP disaster this year in
New York state.
Specifically, White House and
Senate operatives want to convince
millionaire conservative
businessman Lewis Lehrman not to
contest State Controller Ned Regan
for the Republican governor's
nomination and instead run against
Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan (DN.Y.) for re-election to the Senate.
This marks the first serious move
toward intervention by the Reagan
administration in any state's
political affairs, though on a
clandestine basis not publicly admitted. It reflects deep concern about
Republican prospects in New York,
heightened by Democratic governor
Hugh Carey's decision not to run and
Koch's surprise candidacy.
Although nothing has been done as
yet, these initiatives are underway

behind the scenes:
— Prominent Republican senators
will try to convince ex-representative
Bruce Caputo, the only serious
Republican-conservative candidate
for the Senate, to drop out. Never
given much chance against
Moynihan, Caputo's meager prospects were virtually erased when he
was accused of misrepresenting his
military service record.
—If and when Caputo quits, the
Senate Republican hierarchy, including Majority Leader Howard
Baker (R-Tenn.), will call on
Lehrman to submerge his own interests and seek the Senate seat instead.
—Simultaneously, the White House
will make personal contact with
Lehrman to challenge Moynihan.
James A. Baker III, chief of staff at
the White House, has a good personal
relationShip with Lehrman and is the
likely emissary to make the contact.
It won't be easy. "I'm in the gover-

nor's race to stay," Lehrman told us
Tuesday. "Under no circumstances
would I consider running for the
Senate." Lehrman, a scholarbusinessman making his first bid for
political office, is not a man easily
moved by the White House.
The bad news for the Republicans
began when Carey,considered highly
vulnerable, decided not to seek a
third term as governor. It continued
when the exuberant mayor of New
York, at the peak of his popularity,
broke previous commitments not to
seek higher office and announced for
governor. Polls show that Koch
(favored to win the Democratic
nomination) and Moynihan are running well ahead of any Republicans.
What makes matters worse for the
GOP is the prospect of bitter struggle
for the Republican nomination between Lehrman and Regan. The
strong possibility that behrman may
win the Conservative Party nomination while losing the Republican
nomination to Regan would all but

v1

Business mirror
NEW YORK — (AP) — Already living far beyond
its anticipated income,the federal government now
seems caught in a situation from which it cannot
escape without the expenditure of'dither billions of
dollars.
The problem, partly of its own making, involves
im rescue of failing savings banks and saving and
loan associations, at a cost estimated by Andrew —
— Carron, a Brookings Institution researcher, of $8.5 billion.
It will become increasingly apparent that many
firms cannot survive unassisted," said Carron.
To liquidate rather than save these institutions
through mergers, he said, might raise costs to the
federal government by $1 billion. He blames high
interest rates and a legacy of government regulation.
Release of Carron's study, The Plight of the
Thrift Institutions," came almost simultaneously
last week with introduction of legislation by Rep.
Fernand St Germain, D-R.I., to provide $7.5 billion
in aid.
Meanwhile, representatives of homebuilders and
real estate groups, as well as thrift institutions, are
preparing proposals of their own, most likely to include mortgage subsidy programs aimed at spurring sales.
Ironically, all attribute the housing industry's
need for assistance to government overspending,or
at least to big budget deficits, which they say have
forced interest rates to prohibitively high levels.
While their chief protest concerns high interest
rates, which they say has undermined lenders and
priced mortgages beyond the pocketbooks of
homebuyers, their ire is directed at the Reagan administration rather than at the Federal Reserve.
High rates, they say, are caused by the budget
deficit, which they say is greater than official projections.
The National Association of Realtors has run
advertisements headlined "Homeowners: Federal
Deficit and Credit Policies Are Causing High Interest Rates — Which Are Taking Up To OneFourth of the Value of Your Home." The ads offer to
—forward comments to readers'congressmen.
In Washington, D.C. today, the U.S. League of
Savings Associations, which represents most of the
4,600 savings associations, said it would seek funds
to boost capital of endangered associations, as well
as a "warehousing" program for relieving them of
low-yield mortgages.
"The big problem is interest rates," he said. "It's
a first-class crisis." Later, he said, "If anyone—.
thinks tax reductions will turn the country around
they are wrong. Interest rates are too high."

Looking bock
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Ten years ago
Grace Baptist Church was to celebrate its fifth
anniversary in new sanctuary March 5. The Rev.
Lloyd D. Wilson was pastor.
Allan Beane, Murray, senior at Murray Stiate
University, had been elected vice president of Kentucky Federation of Student Council for Exceptional Children.
Twenty years ago
Neale A. Sykes, fire control technician third
class, USN,son of Mr. and Mrs. Cleo D. Sykes, was
serving aboard escort destroyer USS Courtney,
homeported at Newport, R. I.
Roy H. Enoch of Hazel had accepted a graduate
assistantship at Southern Illinois University.
Thirty years ago
Robert 0. Miller had spoken at annual Red Cross
"Kick-Off" dinner for fund drive at Murray
Woman's Club House. Buford Hurt was fund drive
chairman.
Brewers beat Murray Training and Kirksey beat
Hazel in opening games of Fourth District High
School Basketball Tournament at Carr Health
Building, Murray State College. High team scorers
were Woods, Brewers, Byerly, Murray Training,
Suiter, Kirksey,and Owens,Hazel.
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guarantee a Democratic governor.
A Regan-Lehrman ticket still
would start far behind KochMoynihan. But at leasrit would avert
a divisive primary and make a
respectable challenge against
Moynihan.
The argument likely to be made by
White House and Senate operatives
in getting Lehrman to change his
race is that he is more suited for an
issue-oriented Senate contest than a
personality-oriented race for governor. Lehrman,a monetary affairs expert, is a national leader in the
supply-side economics movement
and was a progold minority member
of the U.S. Gold Commission.
Another prominent supply-sider,
Rep. Jack Kemp (R-N.Y.), has been
at odds with Lehrman and recently
endorsed Regan for governor. Accordingly, party operatives say an
added benefit of Lehrman switch to
the Senate would be to patch up relations with Kemp.

Retired man
wants to volunteer
to help others
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 453E1. You will
receive a promt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.

letters to editor

Morton's Gap saga meets disdain
Dear Editor,
I am writing in regards to the recent Saga of the Morton Grove control ordinance!
When the U.S. District Court judge
upheld the right of that Illinois community to ban the sale and possession
of handguns, he slapped the face of
every law-abiding citizen of that
community, and announced to the
criminals that when the ordinance is
enacted and enforced, the homes and
businesses and streets of Morton
Grove will be, for all intents and purposes, unprotected!,
The passage of that ordinance and
its 'far reaching effects' on gun
legislation throughout the country is
bad enough. The knowledge that the
ordinance was passed is an insultaeLfor all the wrong reasons is frightening.
According to newspaper and televi-
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sion coverage, the action was taken
by the village board as a result of a
businessman's application for a
license to open a gun shop. Unable to
block the application, the village
board 'passed' its controversial ordinance.
The board voiced concern that
"youths might hang out at the •shop,
and 'mix with that element.'"
Gun shops, according to the Village
Board of Morton Grove, Illinois are
now in the same category as pool
parlors, head shops, porno book
stores and x-rated movie houses. , -Suppose the judge and Morton
Grove politicians are right, and kids
will 'hang out' at gun shops and mix
with 'the elements' that patronize
then? They could learn that dealers
'are not' in the business of selling
guns to criminals, that they are selling products that protect folks from
an opportunity to enjoy one of a dozen
shooting sports; that, with or without

Inc

Wet-dry issue discussed
Dear Editor;
I recall with interest a distressed
visitor from out of state trying in vain
to buy beer at Dakota Feed &
He questioned the wisdom of keeping
the area dry. I question it too. Look at
all the tax dollars that go to Tennessee and Paducah. This is money
that could otherwise be used by the
city. Is the economy to be hurt by not
creating a new route for the already
available dollars to flow to? Apparently the money is not needed.
Yet, the city council voted to require the working students to buy
resident stickers at a time when most
students were away. If the students
can be required by law to purchase
resident. stii•kers, that means
students can also be represented as
residents. It would be discrimination
to sa:, that only working students are

Times
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----the constitution, we are free to own
personal property, as long as we do
not use it in an abusive.way.
These kids might learn that the
heritage of American firearms
ownership was based on the deeds of
the Minutemen, rather than the
abuses of the hoodlums of the roaring
twenties!
I would rather my children hang
around a gun shop, instead of the
village Hall of Morton Grove, Ill.
Then I would know that they will turn
out wiser, more responsible and caring for people than the board
members who sit in council
chambers drawing up ordinances
that are not dictated by the will of the
people!
We have a lot to be thankful for,,
•
here in Murray, Kentucky.
Thank You
Sincerely,
Danny M. Rogers
Murray, Ky.

legal residents and the county would
grow by 7000 plus as a result.
If lack of tax dollars is the problem, it can be solved. As residents,
petitions could be circulated to address the wet-dry issue in order to get
additional taxes, create more jobs so
students can work, and be able to attend MSU. Because of recent actions
on the federal level, this would be a
sound way to help assure students
some money to obtain the precious
possession of a college education,
and help the money starved city by
paying taxes as residents.
The council's actions are commendable because it will let the area's
economy help itself, and let the
students attend MSU.
Sincerely,
[-ilea I
obert
MS11 Junior

HEARTLINE: My husband died
last July at the age of 79. He worked
part-time at a grocery store until
about 5 months before he died. I have
never worked and was also 79 years
old when he died. At his death, we
were getting a check from social
security for $619.50 made payable to
the both of us. Now I receive a check
made out just to myself for $462.50.
From reading your column,I thought
that I would be able to draw the full
amount of his benefit as a widow.
Why can't I? J.D.
ANSWER: While your husband
was alive, your check was probably a
combination of his benefit and your
wife's benefit, which was paid in one
check instead of sending a separate
check to each of you. Now that he is
deceased, you are only receiving his
portion of the check, which is as it
should be. However, just to be sure,
you could contact your local social
security office to see if this is the
reason for the difference in the
amounts.
HEARTLINE: I am retiring this
summer at the age of 67. I have owned and managed my own company
for 43 years. I do not want to sit at
home in my rocking chair, but would
love to volunteer my services to help
other small businessmen and women
to make their businesses work. I had
heard that there is a volunteer program nationwide for just this purpose. Could you give me any informatics about it? F.W.
ANSWER: This is the Service
Corps of Retired Exectives, and , as
the name implies, it is for persons
who are retired from some area of
business. Your experience and skills
will be used to provide free consultations to small businesses and community organizations that need
management assistance. Usually,
some out-of-pocket expenses are
reimbursed. For more information,
write to SCORE, Small Business Administration, 1441 "L" St., NW,
Washington, DC 20416.
This information was taken from
our book "Heartline's Almanac for
Older Americans", which contains a
wide variey of information and advice for persons age 50 and over.
What to do with your time during
retirement is only one topic discussed. The book also discusses funerals,
wills, probate, moving, selling your
home, buying a home or condominum, choosing a pet, social
security, Medicare, health insurance, consumer rip-offs, accident
prevention, choosing a nursing home
and others too numerous to mention.
To order, send $9.95 to Heartline
Almanac, 114 East Dayton St.. West
Alt' x.,ildria, Ohio 45381.
a
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Where Low
Don't Worry Murray...We Will
Not Be Undersold!

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

Hours:

Bel-Air
Shopping
Center

8 a.m. to 11 p.m.

enter

o m

ir

Everyday

Prices Good Wed. 3-3 Thre Tees. 3-9

MAGIC
PURE
CANE

MAGIC
PURE CANE

SUGAR

•

5LB. BAG

KE, S
TAB

GOLD MEDAL

FLOUR

89;

BREAD

S LB. BAG

f

(LIMIT TWO PLEASEe

We Accept U.S. Gov't Food Stomps

1N-OUR DAIRY-CASE

BUSH'S CANNED GOVISAW

BLUE BONNET

REG., B.B.Q., WAFFLE, SOUR CREAM

1 LB. QTRS.

48
CHEESE

gik.uand CHEESE

138
24 OZ.8

FUV.0-RICH SOUR

-

1

)9

TISSUE

2L1. $288

HEM HMI
PIZZA'S 1
120!.
9
°
9

oz.'2'9 JELLY

JUICE
TEA BAG

MIMIIVA=

MAC. and CHEESE...3/$1 LIQUID

2201.11 28 DRESSING

MIR LEAF

TEA BAGS.

SI

$

CRACKERS
C
SAUDI1

1

KLEENEX FACIAL

SUNSHINE HIGH PROTEIN

200a.794

107.694 OIL

4$ OZ. $259

COUPON

COUPON
1
1

Limit One Per Family

Grimy Train
Beef, Liver, Bacon

Hunt's
Tomato Sauce

$ 79 I 'sin.
I

Dog Food

394

$ 99 I
lb. log

O
, I

Good Only At Storey's Good Only At Storeys
Exp. 3-9-82
Exp 3 9 ifl

•—
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19

16 oz. s "t•

CRACKERS

•

WESSON VEGETABLE

N a
"me

Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 3 9 82

•

16 OZ. $

PCIAiii.BEANS

UI

Wesson
Vegetable Oil
31.z.

SUNSHINE 111-110

POTATOE

1002.$1 59

Limit One Per family Limit One Per Family

TREASURE ISLE BREADED

1'0l.

ANGRY Ma INSTANT

DRESSING
I—
CO

'1" DOG FOOD

l
iVEN
SISING

KRAFT BUTTERMILK

14 OZ $249 b

130!; 79

LARSEN'S

IMVI SUNLIGHT DISHWASHING

SAUCE

4

TAMALES

DRESSING

41 OZ $129

A.EAK

SHRIMP
49
I

320!.$1 29

KRAFT FRENCH

UPTON

TISSUE

TREASURE ISLE BREADED

DOW IN

KRAFT GRAPE

OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRY

Oda GRAIN 7Y4 OZ.

TOTINOIS FROZEN

BEANS ...160Z.

CHILI and BEANS...69

GAL. $229

*9

BUSH'S CUT GREEN

HELLY')150!.

MILK
17ELVE'TTA

.694

COLORTEX BATHROOM

494

1000 GIANT WHOLE

OYSTERS

3_

_MORE LOW PRICES ON MORE ITEMS
:EVERY DAY AT STOREY'S FOOD GIANT.

RAV-0-11101 COTTAGE

LI. BOX

CHILI HOTS
GREAT NORTHERN
KIDNEY BEANS
NAVY BEANS

88

iksiliELE4Hips

MARGARINE

CREAM

cs

24 OZ.
ANDWICH
LOAF

Pk. 10 OZ.
LUS DEPOSIT

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH S1 om ADDITIONAL ORDER
Nigaillip YOU= AND DAIRY MOEN=

I

WONDER
COUNTRY STYLE

COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Post

Teasties
Cereal

4
12.i. 79
Good Only At Storey's
Exp 3982

1

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

C.W. Post
Family Candi
$1 39
Good Only At Storey'
Exp. 3-9 82

1

2/i94

COUPON
Limit One Per Family
C.W. Post

Family Camel
W/illifillS
Is et.

Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 3-9-82
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Home Owned
& Home Operated

FAMILY PACK
CHUCK ROAST GROUNDBEEF
U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

e

$1 68

ALL-AMERICAN BONELESS-

$1 38

LB.

LB.

FAMILY PACK
SLICED SLAB

FIELD PRO-LEAGUER

WIENERS

HAM
$1 88
LB.

r

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS SWISS

WILLIAMS

STEAK

SAUSAGE

8;

1 2 OZ.

1 se

SWIFT CANNED

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS CHUCK

STEAK

HAM....

LI. $1 88

sus.$6/9.

MID SUCIED

BOLOGNA

"

FIELD KENTUCKIAN SMOKED

SAUSAGE

139

IMS. WEAVER PIMU/TO

SPREAD

Fail'CHOPS

UNSCHWEIGER
Ls. $249 ilrA

SANDWICH

APPLE
101" TURNOVERS
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99g in llAD
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FailAD

Ls.994

BOLOGNA
NAM AND CHEESE

794

3LB. BAG JONATHAN
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Joshua Brady Herndon born

Former Murrayan named for honor

Catherine Gaines Simmons

Catherine Gaines Simmons, a sophomore at the University of Kentucky, will serve as Cotton Carnival lady-in-waiting for the Maternal
Welfare League, Memphis. Announcement is made by Mrs. James
F. McCallen, president, and Mrs. James M. Campbell, the League's
chairman of carnival activities.
Miss Simmons, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. Wilson Simmons, Jr.,
2962 Midland, Memphis, is a 1980 graduate of Chatham Hall,
Chatham, Va., and attended Chatham Hall in France the summer
following her graduation.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Simmons,Sr., at
Murray and of Mrs. Edwin Humphreys of Georgetown.
Miss Simmons was presented at the Blue Grass Charity Ball in
Lexington and is a member of Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority.
The lady-in-waiting lists as her interests such wide-ranging activities as ceramics, photography, skiing, tennis and Lacrosse sailing.
Her carnival escort will be Price Davenport Ford, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Molitor Ford, 4154 Walnut Grove Road, Memphis. He is a
freshman at Austin College, Austin, Minn., and was graduated from
McCallie Preparatory School, Chattanooga.

Community Calendar
Wednesday,March 3
Mission groups of Flint will be at 9 a.m. at Good
Baptist Church Women Shepherd United
will meet at 7 p.m. at Methodist Church.
church.
Front Porch Swing will
Cherry Corner Baptist
rehearse
at 7 p.m. at
Groups
Church Mission
will meet at 7 p.m. at First Christian Church.
--church.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
Thursday,March 4
of Beta Sigma Phi sororiAnnual benefit lun- ty will meet at 7:30 p.m.
cheon and card party, at Ellis Community
sponsored by Garden Center.
Department of Murray
Woman's Club, will be at
Senior Citizens centers
noon at club house.
will be open as follows:
--Hazel and Douglas from
Murray Women of 10 a.m. to 2 pin. and Ellis
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at lodge hall.
Kathy Copeland, senior
Mothers Day -est- wilt voice major, with Marcia
be at 9 a.m. at Firs!Bap- Winstead as actist Church.
companist, will present a
--recital at 8 p.m. at FarMothers Morning Out rell Recital Hall, Murray
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SAVE $50.00
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FABRIC SALE
Patios
Yew
Maria
NcCaIls
Simplicity
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Thursday,March 4
State University.
Murray Civitan Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at Big
Joe's Restaurant.
Friday, March 5
World Day of Prayer
program, sponsored by
Church Women United,

Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Herndon, Evansville,
Ind., announce the birth of a son, Joshua Brady. He
weighed six pounds four ounces and was born Tuesday,Feb. 9.
They have another son, Christopher Michael, who
will be three in April. Grandparents are Elizabeth
Brady, Mayfield, and Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Herndon,
Sr., Meadow Lane.

Frankie Adams gives lesson

Frankie Adams presented a lesson about "Know
Your County Government" at meeting Feb. 10 of
Harris Grove Homemakers Club at Ellis Community Center. Jean Cloar, county extension agent in
home economics, talked and showed a movie about
"How To Make Homemade Bread." A devotion was
.
given by Hattie Lee Galloway.
presided.
Margaret
president,
Wrather,
Jean
Taylor announced County Tasting luncheon April 29
at First United Methodist Church. Maxine Nance
and Elizabeth Parks, hostesses, served
refreshments to 19 members. Hostesses for March
10 meeting at Ellis Center will be Kathryn Ray and
will be at 10 a.m. at First Marie Hicks. Each one is to bring a sack lunch.
Presbyterian Church.
Coffee will be served at
9:30 a.m.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is in need of
current magazines for library for use by their paYard sale, sponsored tients and visitors. Persons may bring them to front
by Carter School Parent- desk in the lobby. Any elderly or disabled person
Teacher Association, will unable to bring them to the hospital may call the
be from 3:30 to 7:30 p.m. hospital, 753-5131, and a representative will call for
them,according to Gail Smotherman,librarian.
in school gym.

Hospit• al needs magazin▪ es

THE ACES®IRA

PWP chapter will meet
G. CORN,JR.

"With most men life is
like backgammon — half
skill and half luck." —
Oliver Wendell Holmes.

NORTH
3-3-A
•10 7 6 4 2
•7 3
*Q.15
4AK6
WEST
EAST
•A
•5
•K 5 2
•J 1064
•A 9 4 2
* K 1087
•9 8 5 3
Luck scores nothing in the •Q J 10
play of today's interesting
SOUTH
49114J912
game. Only skill will bring
•A Q 9
success because declarer
3
must make some unusual
•7 42
plays in the correct
sequence.
Vulnerable: Both Dealer
Dummy wins West's club South. The bidding:
queen and declarer sees the
danger of losing a trick in Sant* West North East
Dbl
449
Al]
each suit. What can be do to 14
pass
avoidbil—
eigikees?
If he leads a trump to Opening lead: Club queen
eve him time to think, West
wins and leads another club
and it will be all over. The dummy's club loser and
defense gets a trick in each declarer wins the race for
suit and_tkiclarer gets his 10 tricks.
one down.
The time for action is at
Bid with Coro
trick two. Instead of leading
trumps, declarer must lead South holds: 3-3-B
a heart. And when East
•5
plays low, declarer must
•J 1084
* K 10 87
insert the nine. West wins
•9 8 5 3
his king and continues clubs,
but declarer's contract is 1North Soot*
211
now safe. He cashes two top NT /
hearts to discard dummy's
club loser and the defense is ANSWER: Three hearts.
held to three tricks.
Shows a minimum
Why should declarer raise and no interest ininitial
playfinesse the heart nine ing game.
Instead of the queen?
--Because that unusual look- Send bridge quesuom to The Aces.
ing play offers two chances P.O. Box 12343. Dallas, Texas 75225,
instead of one. Had declar- with seit-andramed, stamped envelope
er's nine lost to the 10 or for reply
jack, dummy would win the Early in Rock Hudson's
next club and try another career, an agent added
finesse to his queen. When two years to his age in
either finesse wins, declarer order to land him more
is in position to discard mature roles.

Greater Paducah Chapter of Parents Without
Partners will have a general meeting Friday,
March 5 at 8 p.m. at American Legion Hall,

Paducah. This is open to all interested persons.
Only qualifications for joining PWP are a person
be a single parent by reason of death, divorce or
separation. General meetings are on first and third
Fridays of each month. Additional activities are
scheduled throughout month. For information call
1-224-2674 or 1-444-6251.

lel

Jeff Garrison selected
Jeff Garrison of Calloway County High School has
,been selected to appear in 1981-82 edition of Who's
Who In American High School Athletics. He was
recommended by his basketball coach, Chic Nute.
His parents are Paul and Shirley Garrison.

Club hears two lessons
Two lessons were presented at meeting Feb. 10 of
South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club at home
of Iuta Hutson. Delpha Taylor discussed "Duties of
County Officials" and Carolyn Parks, "Color in the
Home." Justine Story gave devotional thoughts
about "Life's Picture."
A visitor, Clovis Brown, became a new member.
Other members present were Viola McReynolds,
Imogene Paschall, Clovis Jones, Estelle Gooch,
Hilda Orr and Sherri Paschall. The club will meet
March 10 at 11 a.m. at Western Sizzlin'Steak House.

Moose Rally Day planned
Ann Morrison, Murray, will be invested with red
stole as deputy grand regent of Kentucky at
Chapter Rally Day of Women of Loyal Order of
Moose Sunday, March 7, at Murray Moose Lodge.
This is a regional meeting for several lodges in
area.
Breakfast at $2.50 a plate will be served from 8.to
10 a.m. A potluck luncheon will be served at noon,
followed by Ritual at 1:30 p.m. A ritual practice for
Women of Moose MllEbe Saturday, March 6, at 2
p.m.

Lawyer's fee strikes sour note
for pianist asked to play at party
DEAR ABBY: My husband is a professional
pianist and organist. Until recently, an attorney,
Mr. R., whom we also
knew socially, handled
my husband's business
affairs. When he started
to charge my husband $35
every time he phoned to
ask him a simple legal
question that took five
minutes to answer, my
husband found himself
another attorney.
We still see Mr. R. and
his wife socially, and
from time to time we're
invited to their home for
parties. On these occasions, Mr. R always asks
my husband to play the
piano and, of course, he
does.
Do you think Mr. R.
should expect my husband to perform gratis at
parties considering the
value Mr. R. places on his
own professional services?
C.K. IN ILLINOIS
DEAR C.K.: As an invited guest, your husband
is under no obligation to
perform. If he suspects
that be's more an unpaid
entertainer than a guest,
he should politely decline
to play and see if he's in-

Dan Bradford And The
Paducah Repertory Theatrc

Wirth Fabric
Purchase

Mtrray Ledger & taus

Presort

James Kirkwood's
P.S. Your Cat is Dead
March 18, 19 and 20th
at the Irvin Cobb Hotel
Ballrook-Opeolt 7:00 P.M.
For Reservation Call
rbii Young 441-5447
ly Reservatin Only
Disler aul Show $16.00

vited back.
As for Mr. R. charging
a fee to answer a "simple
legal question" on the
phone: All a lawyer has
to sell is his legal expertise, as whether it's
deliveredin person or by
telephone, it should be
paid for.
DEAR ABBY: You
have often advised people
to tell their friends
straight-out if those
friends have an irritating
habit. You further advised that if the irritating
habit isn't corrected, to
tell them firmly to please
stop it. If they a.,re, as you
say, true friends, they
will respect your wishes.
I've lost several dear
friends by telling them,
after years of hints and
-flimsy excuses, that I do
not enjoy long telephone
conversations in the
evening.
I am an 80-year-old
widow and enjoy relaxing
with TV in the evening.
My health is not to good,
and I become exhausted
talking on the telephone
for an hour or so.
I am sure there must be
others who feel the same.
When I call my friends
during the daytime, they
are busy and say they will
call me back at night. I
would welcome any suggestions. Sign me...
TOO POOPED TO
TALK
DEAR POOPED:
When they say they will
call you back at night,

you reply, "Please don't.
In the eyeing I am too
pooped to talk" (as you
appropriately signed
yourself).
••
ABBY:
My
DEAR
•
daughter is having a big
church wedding soon. I
have severe arthritis in
both my hands, and the
thought of standing in
that receiving line and
shaking hands with hundreds of guests horrifies
.
How can I avoid shaking hands without announcing my painful conditon?
MOTHER OF THE
BRIDE
DEAR MOTHER: You
can't. But be assured it is
perfectly all right to explain quietly that you are
unable to shake hands
because of your arthritis.
It's nothing to be ashamed of, and you'll have
plenty of sympathizers!
•••
DEAR ABBY: The
most effective method
yet found for birth control

By Abigail Vanfluren
is a large dog sleeping in
the middle of the bed on
top of the covers. .
Try it. It worhs:Inianiwhat we've been doing
for 17 years.
FED UP IN THE
DOGHOUSE
-ewe
Do you hate to write letters because you don't
know what to say?
Thank-you notes, sympathy letters, congratulations, how to decline and
accept invitations and
how to write an Interesting letter are included in Abby's booklet,
"How to Write Letters for
All Occasions." Send $2
and a long, stamped (37
cents), self-addressed
envelope to: Abby, Letter
Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

Research shows elderly rich
even sleep better than poor

LA JOLLA, Calif.(AP) the university's Sleep
— It's not enough that Disorders Clinic at the
they have bigger houses, Veterans Administration
fancier clothes and more Medical Center in La
exotic vacations — a new Jolla.
"The biggest surprise
study shows that the
elderly rich also sleep is that so few people are
easier, a University of complaining about
California researcher sleep," she said in an interview this week."If you
says.
at past studies
looked
big
with
citizens
Senior
bucks sleep better than (elsewhere), many more
those without because complained."
The majority say
"they are healthier,
"very satisfied"
they're
wealthier,can take better
Interoffice
care of themselves ant— with their sleep and have
Regarding
can eat better," said Dr. little trouble falling off to
Electrolysis
dreamland, she said.
Sonia Ancoli-Israel.
(Permanent
The study involved Once asleep, they wake
Removal of Heir)
residents over age 65 of up on an average of only
Coll
La Jolla, a San Diego once or twice a night.
They use fewer sleepsuburb that's one of the
more expensive U.S. ing pills than the national
communities. Ancoli- average — only 4 percent
Israel headed a team of of the men and 18 percent
researchers assigned to of the women, the researcher said.
According to previous
surveys, she said, as
many as 45 percent of
America's elderly have
trouble sleeping. About
one-third of all sleeping
pills reportedly are sold
to the elderly.
Among the elderly interviewed by the
research team of University of California's San
1
Diego campus, only 12.5
percent of the men and 14
percent at the women
`,,,J,H1 .10 I
have "troubled sleep,"
1,11 I ur Kids.
(OP
Ancoli-Israel said.
The survey so far has
I
1 1 so r
f ).
involved 155 elderly people, reached since last
Wednesdoy 114, M 10PM
August by telephone and
then interviewed liptheir
- You Con t Eat This Good At Home For This Pric.
homes.

753-8856

After the move, enjoy
—a—Tir
WELCOME WAGON. visit.
After-the-move blues disappear quickly when
you enjoy a friendly WELCOME WAGON visit.
It's fret) and so helpful.

Murray Sewing Center

IGO

753-5323
Bel Air Center
Murray, Ky.

Bargain Yatinees
Sat. and Sun.
7:0U•Cheri
and Cir,e'
All Seats S1.50

present gifts of greeting and invitations
redeemable for more gifts from civic-minded
businesses. I'll also present useful information
and supply good shopping tips.
rm the WELCOME WAGON Representative,
and I'd like ID stop by to say "Hello." A visit is
room,to arraiwiw and such a treat. Call me.
Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess

ehme aliok

Mary

Horlton
nt
Asst
75 3 5570

Kung
A sst
192 8348

Ingeborg

PAGIT'VWS
Faiian Spaghetti
Special

•
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Effort started to keep multi-age program open

program are from a cross Edinborough Dr., and ment of 20 is now in ef- meeting March 16 wil' be
By Jo Burkeen
fect, but this figure will the beginning of the
of city and coun- mother of Richard,5.
section
is
underway
effort
An
ion of the proThornton added it is be determined later by a reorganizat
to keep the Multi-Age ty.
gram as to parent funsaid.
Dill
board,"
new
Rt.
2,
serStark,
Melisa
School
sitting'
Program
Nursery
not a 'baby
ding. If this goal is
located in Early said, "both my husband vice, and both she and her
All parents interested achieved,
sessions can
are
impressI
Jerry
and
at
MurChildhood Center,
husband were amazed
in being a part of the continue each
week day
ray State University, ed with good structural what these children learn future program should be
at
the
morning
center
t
proto
and enrichmen
open.
each day. It is amazing
at this organizational even though
university
"Funds will not be ap- gram. Our son, Jay, be able to watch the meeting.
funds will not be
propriated in university enrolled in 'fall at age of children at learning
"This is a wonderful available," the director
budget for the unit this 342, and is very happy at- centers from observation
program and I hope this added.
room."
fall," Marilyn Dill, direc- tending the program."
of
she
would
wife
said
Stark
Glover,
Jere
said.
tor,
Dill said this program work to keep the program Dan Glover, Shady Oaks,
started in 1977 bfDr. going so their second son, and mother of Danielle, 4,
J.
are
B.
was
program
Koenecke,
Nursery
Multi-Age
at
center
block
AT
PLAYING
May, head of Tim, 2, would be able to said "the nursery is a fanCharles
Stark.
Jay
left, Jeuniey Erwin and
tastic program as it
Department of Child attend.
9. "Spring Moon,"
Current best sellers as
Molly Booth, wife of teaches children inStudies, MSU, and Dr.
28 have been Bette Bao Lord
Feb.
of
Steve Shecktman. It is for Jim Booth, 1502 Beckett dependence, manners, released by Time
10. "A Green Desire,"
three, four and five yea r- Dr., said "I feel this is an how to play with other magazine. The list sin- Apton Myrer
old children from 9:30 to outstanding program and children, good nutrition eludes the following:
NON-FICTION
11:30 a.m., Monday attribute much of success and creativity. Danielle
1. "Jane, Fonda's
FICTION
to wonderful teaching especially likes the art
through Friday.
1. "North and South," Workout Book"
and resourcefulness of center as she enjoys
program
nursery
"This
2. "Nobody's Perfect,"
John Jakes
is designed as a Dill. Our son, Ted, 5, had working with her hands."
Robin Cook Hendrie Weisinger and
Fever,"
2.
"Tuition for a child in
preparatory program for a problem of not wanting
3. "The Dean's Norman H. Lobsenz
a child to enter to be separated from me, this program is now $100 December,"Saul Bellow
3."A Few Minutes With
kindergarten and public but now Ted likes nursery per semester with the
Rooney," Andrew
ObsesAndy
Indecent
4. "An
or private elementary school so much he is up university underwriting sion," Colleen Mc- A. Rooney
by 6:30 a.m. ready to go." other costs," Dill said.
school," Dill said.
4. "A Light in the AtCullough
Booth added, "I feel
Interested parents,
The director added
Polo, If You tic," ShelSilveutein
"Marco
5.
"purposes of the program preschool lays ground- citizens, teachers and Can," William F.
5. "Witness to Power,"
are to help a child work for future education personnel met Feb. 23 to Buckley Jr.
John Erlichman
develop a good self- of a child and his first ex- discuss future of this pro6. "Irish Erotic Art,"
6. "The Hotel New
concept, independence, perience should be a gram.
John Irving Seamus O'Gallagher
"
Hampshire,
A second meeting is
self control and how to positive one."
7. "A Mother and Two McGuire Cif)rk
wonderful
is
a
"This
Tuesday,
others."
scheduled
with
along
get
7. "The I Love New
Daughters," Gail Godwin
Special aides for program as it brings March 16, at 7 p.m. at
Diet," Adler and
York
Stephen
"Cujo,"
8.
teaching and develop- together children of Mason Hall auditorium,
Myerson
King
ment of children include many different areas of nursing building, MSU.
COURTNEY McCOY finger paints at art center with help of Eva Sullivan,
to
learn
The
life.
a
children
meeting
16
March
block
"At
for
centers
801.5U student, at Multi-Age Nursery program.
\111041\01C. • •
building, art, puzzles, get along with one board of directors from
and
to
to
share
another,
be
will
group
ng,
earent
the
housekeepi
animals,
learn independence," elected to determine
dolls and many others.
"Each daily session in- said Pam Thornton, wife policy of preschool procludes an activity center, of Randall Thornton, 2204 gram. A limited enrollgroup unit study, individual choice at an ac; I
tivity center and
nutritious snack with
special emphasis on good
Good Thru ! 47Briti
,
nutrition," Dill said.
March 27, 1982 i
An outside play period,
weather permitting, or
session at perceptional
motor room also is included.
Dill said she worked as
a graduate assistant
under Shecktman While
•••••••
We are not "Fly-Bycompleting her master of
Any CyoJcl Stomped
town
in
only
Nighters"
K
-13K-22
elemen10K-145
science degree in
With Our
Ininehes,Chains.
-4101
.
overnight to take your
tary education with eminonnenne. hair
is
At
right
Ted
Booth.
trusted
PLAYING VIOLIN at Multi-Age Nursery program is
been
We've
money.
Gold
Dowel
child
Weida,
phasis in early
Daniel Deaver.
in Paducah for 69 years.
training. She became proWe'll
gram director in January
Wfre PI* gills VI
1981 after Shecktman left
.per point for 1/5 to 1 c
Yee INAMONDS
Regular price
WANTED
Murray.
Iamb
I 5' Sq. Ft.
VirT
May said "it is+ my161 we opals I aral
dream to have this pro0 CARPET or RUG
gram continue at the
CLEANING
p.m.
6:00
to
a.m.
10:00
Daily
Open
center as a part of other
a
as
programs
child
early
(Wall to Wall, or In Our Modern Plant)
laboratory concept for
* FREE ESTIMATES *
university students."
Other programs at the
Phone 753-2553
center include three
Headstart programs,
funded by federal grants
"The Miaow Interested In Yon"
through Murray Board of
Ky.
605 Mei St. Manny.
n
Education, kindergarte
of Calloway County
New!From Palmer & PlersL h
Board of Education, and
Murray Preschool Corporation, the latter three
days a week and funded
by parents.
Clothes to sew with pleasure, wear with pride...
"Contracts for these
programs with university
specify university
students will be able to
ATTEND THIS 3HOUR
observe and take part in
RICHARD THORNTON plays at Manipulative area at Multi-Age Nursery proECTURE SHOW
SLIDE/L
the programs to provide
gram with director, Marilyn Dill, who said area is for development of hand and
UL CLOTHES
BEAUTIF
OF
said.
training," Dill
eye coordination.
AND EXCITING SEWING NEWS:
Staff photos by Matt Sanders
Children enrolled in the
Learn to sew the newest In spring
fashions and fabrics...
•Versatile suits, pretty dresses.
great separates.
•Silks, silky synthetics, linen, linen
look-a-likes, knits,sheer fabrics
and sportswear fabrics.
Fine finishes and timesaving tips
from the professionals...
• Easy fit for spnng fashions
•Special seams and seam finishes
•Perfect hems
•interfacing the new fabrics
slip into something more colorful
• A multitude of sleeve styles
• Lining a jacket or skirt
• Embellishments — flounces,
-laces. and ribbons.
iUiles.

Fiction,--non-fiction books
listedos current best sellers

O
voie0,0,0att

WE
BUY
WE
BUY

GOLD . . .
DIAMONDS.

ittites
ilitfur
Carpts

The Honest Way!

1 SUMMER SPECIAL

NOV!

BOONE'S CLEANERS

SEW LIKE A PRO

Spring '82
MEET
Leslie Wood.
known
nationally
sewing expert and
television personality

More feminine
than ever!

HANCOCK FABRICS
Paducah' Kentucky

Thursday, March 11th
Friday, March 12th

10 A.M.
9 A.M.

Holiday Inn Conference Room
"These women now design 321 of McCall's Patterns"

Huffy, Classes Limited To 75 People
Pre-Register at:

HANCOCK FABRICS
Cardinal Point
Paducah, Kentucky

44.•

OPY AVAILABLE
•
•

•

,

•
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Two miners injured
in separate accidents
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Kentucky man named in suit
general's Consumer'Protection Division against
National Custom Poster
of Indianapolis.
Pearson said National
Custom Poster was a
shop -at-home service
that failed to deliver merchandise to customers
who had paid in advance
for the goods.
"We are distributing
about $100 to people who
were taken in this
scheme, but it shows that
a company who deals in

from farmers in
Knightstown, Cayuga,
Clinton and Dana for
aerial photographs that
were never delivered,
Pearson said.
The civil suit also seeks
an injunction to halt the
allegedly deceptive practices, the attorney
general added.
Meanwhile; Pearson
announced that checks
are being distributed to 13
people as a settlement in
a suit by the attorney

INDIANAPOLIS (AP)
- Indiana Attorney
General Linley E. Pearson says a Kentucky man
has been charged with
theft and named in a civil
deceptive practices suit
for allegedly bilking
farmers on sales of aerial
photographs of their land.
The theft charge was
filed in Vermilion County
against Francis G."Bus"
Tate nf_11.011ing Hills, Ky.
The civil suit seeks to
recover $04 he collected

small purchases will not
be immune to our investigations," Pearson
said.
The attorney general
said shop-at-home services often are popular
with the elderly, who can
least afford to lose money
on such transactions. He
urged people who have
been taken advantage of
in mail orders to contact
his office at 1400-3824516
or at 232-6330 in Indianapolis.

Kraft Miracle Whip

KKZ

Salad Dressing

SUPER MARKET

Save 51`
With $10.00 Or More Purchase
Drinks On Special
Excluding Dairy 8 Tobacco Products

Tropicana Pure Orange

Juice

$769

,

Gal. Save 14'

Flav-O-Rich Save 38'

Buttermilk

12

Gal.

99C

Singles....Save 20' 12oz.

,Corn Flakes.... 18 oz.
Flavor Kist Saltine

CrackersSava"Lb.

Save 40'

1111, h Gal.

111

9C
Boz6

Sausage
5'OffSave 22'
Roma*Cot Green

Beans .

v4v4Vt /
Breakfast of Champions Save 20'$ 49
I
18 oz.

16 oz. Save 11' euf $

Beans

Wheaties

Northern
Bathroom

79C

Rosedale Fruit

Ivory Dishwashing
Save 26 2201.

Save 31'17oz.
Ligiln Livery Save 38'

Milk

$1
Save 29' 17 oz. 3/

eat

12oz.
a.1
Glad Large Kitchen Save 37'
98

11

lkn Roll cln Save 90'Reg. 2.33 $
i
15 oz.
Deodorant
$
Multi-Symptom Cold Reliever

Tide Laundry

Detergent
89

33

Eggs L'‘
Nwit

99

4 Sore $1.18 Reg.$3.17

6

bp
"
‘41r

V

Save 30'

Lynn Grove
Grade'A'Large

Comtrex
COUPONS/MAIL-IN OFFERS
J

Pla y_.

•

f

30 Ct.

•

1i4

49 Oz. -

Trash bags

Save 40'

Roll Pkg.

c

Gal. J
Save 20` $1 39

Shim Luncheon

lipsedale Sweet

Peas

2/$1 19

Cocktail

Tissue
jIERiôflc

Save 14'

Liquid

16 oz.-8 Bottle Cit.
With Bottles or Dep.

%

Hyde Park Great Northern
2 Lb. Bog

11

29

2/$1

Armour Vienna

Cranston urges senators
to censor Williams
instead of expulsion

R.C. Cola,
"Nene
New R.C. 100

----,Kellogg's Save 8'

•••

"
a, 411.

•

•••1,

•

Dairy Boy Cheese
4

hard
GREAT SWEEPER — Good Sweepers are
bit
a
be
may
it
but
g,
curlin
of
sport
to find in the
MattNorm
legs.
much to'ask for one that has four
Roger
son, front, was caught in this pose with
Curling
Johnson, rear, during the Northern Alberta
a.
Association play in Edmonton, Alberta, Canad
(AP Laserphoto)

Qt.
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"low Overk•eilMessis 1.,Imes'
CID
Accept Toed Stamps
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Wo Reserve Tka Right
Mew Store News 7..$
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Prairie Farm

No. 24 mine, the
spokesman said.
Also Tuesday, Jackie
Daniels, age unknown,
was hurt in a machinery
accident at Grundy's No.
30 mine and admitted
Tuesday night to
Erlanger Medical Center
In Chattanooga.
In the Dec. 8 deitlin, an
explosion believed caused by a cigarette lighter
ripped through part of
Tennessee Consolidated
Coal Co.'s No. 21 mine in
the southeast Tennessee
county.

WHITWELL, Tenn.
IAP) — Separate accidents left two coal
miners injured Tuesday
at deep mines in Whitwell
Mountain, scene of a Dec.
8 explosion that killed 13
men,authorities said.
A spokesman for the
Marion_ County. Ambulance Service said Dennis Sartin, 29, of Whitwell
was taken to a nearby
hospital, but not admitted, after he was hurt by
falling rock.
The accident occurred
at .Grundv Mining Co.'s

I

INI
Save 14`

us

MINIROCEItY
giveaway'
39 MILUON
OFFERING

MEAT DEPT.
FROZEN
U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless
Chicken
Chuck Roast
Topping._.80.69c

••-

Tyson 10 Pieces Fried Heat-N-Serve

49
2
2Lb-. $

1,.

,

Frosty Whip

U.S.D.A. Choice
Boneless Arm

Acres BIOCC•ii

Spears

Roast $ 69

Frosty Acres Baby

Limos-PRODUCE
Fresh Crisp

C

arrots

Troy Pocked

Tomatoes
Grapefruit

Texas Red 5 Lb. Bog
•

REM
10T11!

Fresh Chicken

Breast
$ 29

Ham-$ 79

1

Lb.

Lb.

Lb.

Family Pack 3Lb. or More
Ground Chuck $1.59 Lb.

19

A• •

Ground Beef

Yellow Ripe

Bananas

Field's Boneless
Fast Cut

WASHINGTON (AP) — ed to have occurred,"
The Senate's second- Cranston said.
In the Williams case,
ranking Democrat says
milder censure would
the
cend
shoul
his colleagues
sure rather than expel take a simple majority
Sen. Harrison A. vote of the Senate, while
Williams Jr. for his expulsion requires twoAbscam conviction thirds.
Williams, a senator for
because of allegations the
FBI abused its power in 23 years, was secluded
except for a brief interthe investigation.
The Senate was view Tuesday in which he
scheduled to begin debate said, "I'm just getting
today on a Senate Ethics my case ready for tomorCommittee resolution ror."
that the New Jersey • ApPearing fit,- the 62: Democrat be expelled. • year-old New Jersey
The panel approved the Democrat said he felt
measure on a 6-0 vote last "real good" following
August.
hernia surgery five
But Sen. Alan weeks ago which delayed
Cranston, the assistant Senate consideration of,
Democratic leader, said his case. He added that h-e:
Tuesday he will urge that has made calls to other
.r
Williams be censured and senators.
allowed to remain in ofWilliams, a popular
fice instead of being ex- liberal identified with
pelled.
labor union interests durIt is not clear how much ing much of his career,
support Cranston will has been sentenced to
have, but he is a popular serve three years in
figure among senators of prison and fined $50,000
both parties and his view for his part in Abscam
is often influential on crimes.
various issues.
,
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iracy charges for
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a
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ethics committee,
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ents.
vestm
GOP Whip Ted Stevens of
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Alaska, said they
members also
propose a separate House
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n
Senate investigatio
m case. All have.
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FBI
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that
tions
allega
resigned or been
and other agencies have either
for re-election.
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defea
into
power
their
misused
who has
ams,
Willi
vestigate members of
he is innocent
ined
maOta
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wrongdoing,
-It is my belief that of any
the possibility
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power
that
abuses of
settle for a
might
he
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the magnitude of
ty.
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Watergate will

The 10th of each month is a very important date toe
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receiv
pay
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to
their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month. They depend on you to write their my
checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier
So.. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections
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Mrs. Rogers
dies Monday
Mrs. Jeanette Miller
Rogers, St. Marys,
Ohio, died Monday at
Good Samaritan
Hoepital, Dayton,Ohio.
Born June 13, 1937, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of Lyda
Butterworth Miller, who
survives, and Carmon
Miller who died in 1953.
Mrs. Rogers is survived by her husband,
William Ed Rogers, St.
Marys; her mother, Lyda
Miller; Murray; a
daughter, Cindy Mowry,
Houston:Texas.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Anna Faye
Taylor and Sandra
Rogers, Murray; two
brothers, Jerry Miller,
Murray, and Gene Miller,
Lapeer, Mich.
The body is _ _being
returned to J. H. Churchill Funeral I4ome, but
arrangements are incomplete.

Headley Swift
rites planned

,

-

Accused New Jersey killer was never brought to trial
EWING TOWNSHIP,
N.J. (AP) — In 1949,
Howard Unruh walked
quietly through the
streets of his dreary East
Camden neighborhood
and, with the precision
that earned him Army
sharpshooter ratings,
killed 13 people in 20
minutes.
Although he confessed
to the killings, Unruh was

never brought to trial and
has been held in a state
facility for the criminally
insane for more than 32
years.
But debate on his status
continues as authorities
consider whether the
criminal charges should
be dropped so he can be
transferred to a regular
state hospital. The
Marlboro State

Psychiatric Hospital, V room Building could be
where his attorneys want made.
him moved, is close to his
But Dennis Wixted,
82-year-old mother's Camden County first
home.
assistant prosecutor, apA Camden County pealed the ruling.
Superior Court had ruled
"I know from past
in 1980 that the murder in- cases that moving him to
dictments should be Marlboro is the first step
dismissed against Unruh toward a full release,"
so the transfer from Wixted said.
Trenton State
The 60-year-old Unruh
Psychiatric Hospital's will be represented at an
appellate court hearing
Tuesday by public
defender James Klein.
One of Klein's
arguments is that after
three decades in Vroom
tional guarantees in this sent of the governed. Busfacility that has been
country," said Sen. Dale ing doesn't work. It has — a
criticized even by its adBumpers,D-Ark.
been proven it doesn't
ministrators as not able
The anti-busing work." '
to
help any long-term
measure drafted by Sens.
He predicted strong
resident
the indict.
Bennett Johnston, D-La., House support for the
should be dropped
ments
and Jesse Helms, R-N.C., legislation, but conceded
so that Unruh can be
is a "sinister, devious at- there is "a big hill to
transferred.
tack" on the Constitution climb".before final conBut Wixted insists that
which makes possible gressional approval.
justice would not be done.
creation of a -tyrannical
There is widespread
"We're ready to try this
government," Bumpers public disaffection with
(murder) case in 90
said.
busing as a remedy for
days," he said. "There is
Similarly, Sen. Lowell segregated schools, but
little doubt he would have
Weicker, leader of the op- Democratic leaders in
been executed then
ponents of the legislation, the House have indicated
(1949), and he should still
declared, -This is the opposition to the so-called
face those charges."
most serious constitu- "court-stripping" bills.
Defense attorneys also
tional threat in my
Conservatives, mainly
have argued that the case
- lifetime."
in the Senate, are seeking
against Unruh has
The Connecticut to change national policy
deteriorated because he
Republican added, "The on issues such as busing,
has outlived many of the
fight is net over," predic- abortion and school witnesses.
ting the proposal will hit a prayer by passing legislaWixted disagrees.
brick wall in the House. tion to remove them from
"They're coming out of
"This legislation will not federal court jurisdiction.
be enacted into law in this_ _ Critics, whose supsession of Congress," he porters include the
American Civil Liberties
said.
"If there is tyranny," Union and the American
mastel halgei
said Johnston, "it is the Bar Association, contyranny of an unelected demn such efforts as a
court dictating a new back-door effort to
right.. without the con- amend the Constitution.

U.S. Senate approves legislation
WASHINGTON(AP)—
Senate foes of busing for
desegregation are winners of the first round of
efforts to strip the federal
courts of authority to act
on a wide variety of social
issues.
But the anti-busing
legislation approved by a
wide majority in the
Senate Tuesday faces
tough going in the House.
After nine months of intermittent, often
acrimonious debate, the
Senate voted 57-37 for
legislation that woiad
reopen old busing cases
and virtually eliminate
the transporting of
students to erase racial
segregation in the
schools.
Critics describe the
measure as a serious
threat-4w constitutional
separation of powers
which likely will be
struck down by the 'courts
if finally enacted into
law.
-This is the beginning
of the end of constitu-

Services for Headley
Swift, 82, Rt. 3, Benton,
Kirksey community, will
be Thursday at 1 p.m. at
Mt. Carmel United
Methodist Church.
His grandion-in-law,
the Rev. Dale Mathis,
and the Rev. Layne
Shanklin will officiate.
Bud and Jane Hill will
direct music.
Pallbearers will be Jon
Cochran, MATO Mathis,
Nick Swift, Randy Swift,
Mike Blankenship and
James Elsie,grandsons.
Burial willfollow in Mt.
Carmel Cemetery. In.
charge of arrangements—
is J. H. Churchill Funeral.
Home where friends may_ NEWPORT, R.I. (AP)
— A butler called by the
call.
defense in Claus C. von
Bulow's attempted
murder trial contradicted
Federal-State Market News Service March
one of the defendant's
3.142
Kentucky PurChase Area Hog Market
chief claims when he said
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
that von Bulow's nowReceipts. Act. 6711 Est. 700 Barrows & Gilts
10-1.25 higher Sows I.10-1.00 =Lances 2.50
comatose wife had no
higher
problems with alcohol.
US 1-2211-1.11,
147.75-41.35
$46.75-47.75
Robert Biastre, the
US 2 2111-250 lbs.
P7.25-47.75
butler at the von Bulows'
US 3-3310-275 lbs..
146.21-17.25
Sows
Newport mansion,
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
131.10-91.00
testified Tuesday as the
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
13111.111041.N
41.110
US 1.3450-506 lbs
$40.144-82
defense began presenting
US 1-3 2011-00
NUMMI
pumas ,.its evidence that he servus 2-331111-.=
Boars a.
ed Mrs. von Bulow up to
two drinks on perhaps
dozen occasions, but said
Industrial Average
she frequently would not
glum finish the first.
Air Products
American Motors
re 46
Von Bulow is accused
Ashland
31 -%
of trying to kill his wife
American Telephone
war
Chrysler
-41t
with a drug injection, but
Dupont
34116
the defense has maintainFord
-%
GAY
1% -40
ed that she fell into a
General Dynamics
23% -46
coma because of she
General Motor,
unc
General Tire
NM +'4
drank heavily, ate too
Goodrich
111% -04
many sweets and abused
Goodyear
III% -1O
Gulf Oil
Ati
drugs,
worsening a blood
Heublem
3216 -74
sugar condition.
IBM
Ws As
Jenco
1•1011 11P0 A
"Would you say she
Kmart
11 -4
was a woman who drank
Penwalt
244. -%
Quaker Oats
3944 -01
regularly?" asked proTexaco
29% -%
secutor Stephen R.
U.S TobaCco
43'0 one
Wendy's
124
Famiglietti.
"No,"said the butleri_a
13.70
C.E.F.red

Hog market

Stock !flatlet

—

consultant, is accused of
twice trying to kill his
wife with insulin and barbiturate injections during
visits to their Millionaires
Row [Deakin in 1979 mid
1980.
Martha "Sunny" von
Bulow, 50, recovered
from the 1979 coma but
fell into another coma
Dec. 21, 1980. She remains comatose in a New
York City hospital with
little hope of recovery.
The prosecution maintained through four
weeks of testimony that
von Bulow was motivated

NAME BRAND MERCHANDIST
Al DISCOUN I PRICES
UNCLE LEE WILL NO'
BE UNDER SOLD

SPORTING GOODS

Butler contradicts von Bulow defense
member of the staff at the
von Bulows' mansion,
Clarendon Court, for 10
years.
"Was she a woman who
had a -problem with
alcohol?"
"I would say no,"
Biastre said.
Biastre also said he_
gave Mrs. von Bulow
three or four glasses of-bourbon-laced eggnog the
night before she first fell
into a coma on Dec. 27,
1979.
Von Bulow, 55, a

the woodwork. For exam- where the average stay say his fears of attack
ple, I recently heard from for patients is now about from the younger paa Dr. Cohen who would eight weeks, according to tients are increasing.
In one of his rare comlike to see this matter go section chief Elmer
Hargis. He has been there munications since he has
to trial," said Wixted.
Charles Cohen was the ever since.
been at Vroom, Unruh
Little has been learned wrote to a Camden judge
son of a pharmacist and
his wife, who were believ- about Unruh since he in 1964, saying he wanted
ed to be the primary came to the facility.
to go to trial. But,
A graduate of Woodrow authorities say, he
targets of the rage Unruh
later told police had been Wilson High School in withdrew that request
festering because of Camden, Unruh was a shortly after being
derogatory remarks they veteran of many artillery reminded that, at that
and other neighbors had battles during World War time, the death penalty
made about him.
II. He briefly attempted was still on the books in
The young Cohen hid in to study pharmacy but New Jersey.
a closet while his mother was mainly unemployed,
Unruh dropped back inwas shot to death through after he left the service.
to obscurity until a U.S.
another closet door never
He kept diaries, which Supreme Court ruling in
opened by the killer. *apparently showed his .the 1970s ordered more
Cohen's father and brooding hatred for his periodic reviews of the
grandmother were shot neighbors. He read the status of such patients.
with the same German Scriptures, listened to the
Trenton State
Luger as they tried to radio and collected war psychiatrists now say he
souvenirs and stamps, should be sent to
flee.
The other victims of the but his most active hobby Marlboro because his
Sept. 6, 1949, were four appeared --to-- be firing mental condition has only
passengers in cars, a 2- pistols at a practice deteriorated at the
year-old in an apartment range in the basement of Vroom Building. But they
window, an insurance the building where he do not see the case as an
salesman, the local shared an apartment indictment of the state
shoemaker, the tailor's with his mother.
hospital.
wife, the barber, and a 6A gaunt man nearly 6
"I don't know if you can
year-old boy sitting on a feet tall when he was ar- make any reflections on
carousel-type horse in the rested, Unruh has added
cruel and unusual
weight and still spends punishment) just because
barber shop.
Unruh was declared un- most of his time alone, he has been here so long.
fit for trial after court walking quietly about the A person living on that
psychiatrists testified he cages known as "day ward does not perceive it
was suffering from rooms" in the antiquated exactly as you or I might
schizophrenia that in- Vroom Building.
perceive it," said Dr.
He and his relatives Hubert Hoffman, medical
cluded delusions of
have refused to grant in- director at the state
persecution.
He was sent to Vroom, terviews, and officials hospital.

to kill his wife by love for
another woman and
desire to inherit half of
his wife's ;28 million
estate.
Ab nother defent-se
witness, von Bulow's
chauffeur, testified Tuesday he never believed his
employer tried to murder
Mrs. von Bulow, and advised his fellow servants
to remain loyal to the
master of the house.
"I don't think he would
do anything like that
because he was so fond of
his young daughter
(Cosima, 'age -- 140,"
chauffeur Charted
Roberts said.
_
"Did that comment
have anything to do with
the fact that staying loyal
to Mr. von Bulow meant
keeping your jab?"
Famiglietti asked.
Under questioning by
defense lawyer Herald P.
Fahringer, Roberts
brought a new element into the trial, saying his
daily routine of driving
Mrs. von Bulow to a gymnasium, beauty parlor
and stores often included
visits to three doctors.
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Futile third period trims Lakers'title chances
would be extended to in- disappointment. But the
By JIM RECTOR
clude a game between the third quarter we couldn't
Sports Editor
A frustrating third Marshals and Murray on get the shots to fall for us.
period for the Calloway- Thursday to decide the And Murray's guards
County Lakers paved the championship.
hurt us quite a bit."
We played a heckuva
way for a Murray High
Calloway led by a scant
win, 72-66, Tuesday night game," a despondent 27-26 at halftime, yet
at Murray State's Racer CCHS coach Chic Nute following the break the
said after Tuesday's Tigers took immediate
Arena.
The game was the first
of a possible three in the
District 4 boys basketball
tournament. Tonight's
game (8 p.m.) features
the Lakers against Marshall County, a bye team
in the first round.
Should Marshall County win, the tournament
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Rebels face
uphill climb
in SEC tourney

•
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LEXIJIGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Fifteenth-ranked
Kentucky may have the
Southeastern Conference
basketball tournament in
its backyard, but Coach
—Bob Weltlich of Mississippi isn't ready to concede a
thing.
"We have as good a
chance of defending our
title as anyone has a
chance of taking it," said
Weltlich, who steered Ole
Miss to the 1981 tournament title.
However, if the tourney
goes as expected, the
Rebels will face an uphill
battle — tangling with
Louisiana State in a
quarter-final contest
Thursday afternoon and
then possibly facing Kentucky in the 23,000-seat
Rupp - Arena Friday
night.
The SEC event gets
under way tonight when
Vanderbilt takes on
struggling Florida at 7
and Auburn opposes
MississippiState at 9. •
Vandyi-- 1-444e and
Auburn, 13-I
;
. _ tied for
seventh in the final
regular season standings.
State, 8-18, was ninth and
Florida, which has lost 20
of its last 21 games in a 521 campaign, finished in
the cellar.
don't think the bottom four will stand much
of a chance because they
will have to win four
games," Weltlich said.
do think any one of
the other six, who play
three games, has a very
good chaw:fto win it."
Pairings for other
quarter-final games
besideithjOlè Miss-LSU
clask—bssre 18th-ranked
Alabama taking on
Georgia, Tennessee
meeting the FloridaVandy winner and Kentucky taking on the
Mississippi State-Auburn
winner.

LIGHT TOUCH — Murray shooter Jim Westdses
the right touch to pop in a couple points over
Cailoway*Keith Lovett.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

control.
Barely six seconds into
the period David McCuiston broke loose on a
fast-break layup and ignited a 10-2 scoring spree
by the Tigers.
Murray's press created
numerous fast break
situations in the first four
minutes of the third
period and the running
and gunning was on for
good.
Leading the Tiger transition pack were guards
Ted Duffy and David
McMillen. Duffy's 22
points on 11 field goals
and McMillen's 17 points,
which included five of six
free throws, broke the
back of the Laker defense
time and again.
Even though the Laker
defense was bending,
Dan Key's 33 points kept
the white-jerseyed warriors in the contest.
With 1:40 to play Key
launched a solo scoring
attack with six points in
the next minute. His halfdozen marksmanship cut
the 67-58 Tiger lead to 6764 before Murray's Ronnie Pace hit a pair from
the charity stripe.
"I was a little disappointed in our free throw
shooting in the first half
... that's what kept us
from being ahead at
halftime," MHS coaehrtCall Miller sa id, bid add-ed, "But we've been able
to make them throughout
the year in pressure
situations."
The final 30 seconds of
Tuesday's game became
no different from any
other close call for the
Tigers. After Pace's pair,

McMillen hit four
straight to jab the Lakers
away from an upset.
With the win, Murray's
position became one of sit
back and wait. A Laker
victory Thursday would
automatically grant the
Tigers the district crown
while a re-match with
Marshall County would
be okay too, says Miller.
"We've played both
teams twice during the
regular season ( and beat
them both) and it makes
no difference whether we
play Marshall County
again. We pretty well
knew what to expect from
Calloway tonight and we
were prepared to play
practically any type of
game," Miller said.
Although the Tiger
coach wouldn't admit his
team was in the district
driver's seat, he did say
he was pleased with his
team's position at the moment. The Tigers, 19-4,
are assured of at least the
runnerup berth from the
district.
Me
re - both
Calloway_ and Marshall
County are in the same
position — a loss Wednesday is permanent. Only
one team survives.
Nute said, -We can't
get down on ourselves
now. If we want to go to
the regionals bad enough,
we'll have to show it
tomorrow night."
MURRAY (72)
McMillen 6 5-6 17, Duffy 11 0-1 22;
Pace 2 2-2 6, McCuiston 1 0-0 2; West $ 26 12; Wells 2 0-0 1. Alexander 4 1-1 2.
Totals— 31 10-16 72
CALLOWAY COUNTY (10)
Miller 3 0-0 6, Butterworth 11 1-2 I,
Tebbetts I 0-02 Key 16 1-2 33; Lovett 7
2-3 16; Garrison I 0-0 2, Darnell I 4-5S.
Totals - 29 11-12 66
Halftime — CCHS 27, NHSS.

DENIED — Calloway County forward Jeff Garrison (33) finds the baseline

a little crowded when Murray center Jim West(41) blocks the way.

Staff photo by Jim Rector
-
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P chooses All-SEC squad
•

_
Word also averaged 17.3
ATLANTA (AP)
—tucky.
Tennessee's Dale Ellis,
The Tenaessi
ee ace led points and spearheaded
the only unanimous selec- the SEC in scoring with a the drive by Kentucky in
tion, and Georgia's 21.4 average and in field the last seven games that
Dominique Wilkins, the goal percentage, hitting carried the Wildcats to
only repeater, head The 65.6 percent of his shots. their 33rd SEC title. Hord
Associated Press All- He also hit 79.9 percent also snared 5.4 rebounds
Southeastern Conference from the free throw line per game.
The second team conbasketball team for 1982.
and averaged 6.2 resisted of Ronnie Williams
The team, announced bounds per game.
Tuesday, was composed
Wilkins, who like Clark of Florida, Eddie Phillips
of five juniors.
missed unanimous selec- of Alabama, Jeff Malone
Joining Ellis and tion by one vote, averag- of Mississippi, Dirk MinWilkins on the first unit ed 20.8 points and 7.8 re- niefield of Kentucky,
were Carlos Clark of bounds per game for the Leonard Mitchell of LSU
and freshman Charles
Mississippi, Howard B uIldogs—
Carter of Louisiana State
Clark, a deft southpaw, Barkley of Auburn.
and Derrick Hord of Ken- led Ole Miss to a fourth
Mitchell and Barkley
tucky.
place finish in the con- tied for the fifth spot
on
The team was chosen ference. He averaged 20.5 the
second team.
by the eight-member AP - points per game, hitting
All-American Advisory 83.5 percent from the
Williams wa4-Lt.h4)-Board for the Southeast.
floor and 83.5 percent league's No. 2 scorer with
Ellis led Tennessee from the free throw line.
a 21.3 average, and he
picked to finish in the
Carter, an exceptional also grabbed 8.3 rebounds
middle of the pact, to a outside shooter who thriv- per game. Phillips
share of the conference ed on pressure situations, averaged 15.6 points and
championship with led LSU in scoring with 9 rebounds and Malone
preseason favorite Ken- 17.3 points per game.
averaged 18.6 points.
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Gutsy Lady Lakers keep game close

MHS triumphs without Velvet touch
By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Writer
The Lady Lakers
almost caught Murray off
guard Tuesday night. But
the surprise attack could
not keep Donna Rouse
from scoring 27 points
and leading the Lady
Tigers to a 58-53 victory
in the opening round of
the District 4 tourney at
Murray State.
Calloway, which had
endured two lopsided
defeats (40-26 and 60-311)
to Murray during the
regular season, was a
revived ball club as the
team jumped to an early
lead and went the
distance with the heavily
favored Lady Tigers.
"We will no longer be
intimidated by Murray
High," Calloway coach
Gloria Friedgen said
after the game. We were
blown out twice before
but tonight we showed we
can play this game. I'm
so proud of my girls.
"We're just tired of seeing all the rat signs Eat rat meat' and all
that stuff," she said.
"We've had it up to here
with Murray High."
"They (Calloway)
played their hearts out,"
Murray coach Rick
Fisher said after the

Donna Rousse (24) connected
TWO-BOUND
for 27 points against Calloway County Tuesday to
lead her Lady Tigers to a 58-53 triumph.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

game. "They were well
prepared. I have to congratulate them because
they really fought hard."
"I knew it was going to
be close," he said. "In
every tournament you
have a bad game. I hope
that was ours. We didn't
play 32 minutes of intense
basketball. If you're going to win it all you have
to play all the time you're
on the court.
"We were waiting for
someone to take Velvet's
place but no one did," he
said, adding that he has
been searching for a good
combination since point
guard Velvet Jones broke
her arm last Friday.
Fisher and his girls got
an idea of what kind of
night it would be when
Calloway opened up an 82 lead with 4:34 left in the
first quarter. The Lady
Tigers were able to itnake
up the deficit on three
straight Rousse field
goals, and led 12-9 after
one period.
Murray threatened to
break it open in the second by moving out to an
18-11 margin, but
Calloway's Dana Hoke
(16 points) converted a
pivotal 3-point play which
motivated a Lady Laker
comeback. Rousse was

the Lady Tigers'first half
fuel as she hit seven of 10
field goals to put her
squad up 26-24 at
halftime.
Friedgen was impressed with Murray's high
scoring forward: "She
can shoot on the run,
draw up and shoot, layup
... she can shoot forward,
backward, you name it.
We couldn't stop her. Her
27 points tells the story."
Just before the end of
the second quarter, Lady
Laker forward Patty
Doyle left with a rib injury, and Friedgen was
forced to go with a threeguard attack the remainder of the game.
While Calloway was
forced to go to its reserve,
Fisher went confidently
to his substitutes, a
talented freshmen corps
made up of Diana Ridley,
Sheri Swift and Kim
Greene. This "second
wind" gave Murray the
depth it needed to outlast
Calloway in the final
quarter.
With 3:34 left in the
game, Murray had built a
nine-point lead, but the
Lady Lakers whittled it to
five at about the twominute mark.
The teams traded
baskets and Calloway

REACHING RACHEL- Murray freshman Kim Greene (with ball) comes
under heavy attack from Lady Laker senior Rachel Lamb (43). Watching
from the wings(lower right)is Murray coach Rick Fisher.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Tice psychs Rangers with sales pitch
aft

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Lou Tice has provided
inspirational salesmanship to such diverse
clientele as convicts and
corporations.
His newest client is a
baseball team - the
Texas Rangers.
Tice, head of a Seattlebased motivating concern known as the Pacific
Institute, was brought in-.
to the Rangers' camp at
Pompano Beach, Fla.,
Tuesday with the thought
of improving the team's

self-image.
"The principal idea,"
says Tice, "is to establish
clearly in their minds
what they can accomplish personally and
collectively. The purpose
is to show them that,
regardless of their
physical skills, their performance can suffer mental letdowns. They must
learn to block from their
minds outside distrac*ma and- obstadts
reaching their full potential."
The Rangers took this

tact as a result of their
failure to win an
American League pennant after 11 years.
Tice, who has dealt
with such corporation
giants as General Motors
and AT&T, not to mention
convicts in jail, emphasizes:
"I am not a
psychiatrist. You might
refer to me as a
psychological educator. I
-don't claim to know
baseball.(But) I do know
the mind and what an important part it plays in

everyone's effort to succeed. This is the only
baseball team I have
worked with."_
While the Rangers
were concerned with the
nebulous regions of the
mind, Fernando Valenzuela of the Los Angeles
Dodgers was thinking
more in material terms.
The award-winning
left-hander was still at
odds in contract negotiations with the World
Champions and continued
to stay away from the
Dodgers' camp until this

tried to make its move and Rachel Lamb con- her team through
with two steals, but miss- verted a steal into a
HURRAY 1141
ed both opportunities. basket to cut the margin
Scbanbacher 2 04 4, Tbarpe 3 1-1 7,
Rousse followed with two back to five, but time ran Rousse 313-7 17, Greene, bl 5 4-6 14,
S•dt 1 6-1 II, Ridley 1-1 I , Greene, K 1
free throws but the Lady out.
3-4 5
Lakers retaliated when
Calloway takes on
Totals- 23 13-30 U
CALLOWAY COUrn7(111)
Murray center Kim powerful Marshall CounDoyle 3646, Todd 1 14 3; Hoke I 4-7
Tharpe fouled out.
ty Thursday night, and IS, Lamb $ 34 14, Ovorbey 1 I33, BarCalIgway's Beth Hooks Friedgen said she's hop- row 145411; Trent 1111-1 Ir. Hooks 364 12
Totals- 2433-2453
hit a pair of free throws ing for a miracle to pull
Halftime- Murray 36, Calloway 11

matter was cleared up.
Tony DeMarco, agent
for last year's winner of
both the Cy Young Award
and Rookie of the Year in
the National League, said
the contract the Dodgers
renewed without Valenzuela's approval Monday
night was for about the
same amount the club
had been offering during
unsuccessful negotiations. The agent said he
would discuss contract
with Valenzuela and the
pitcher's lawyer today.
Elsewhere, Cleveland's
Von Hayes signed a oneyear contract with the
American League team
Tuesday.

WIN CASH
WEEK AFTER WEEK!

The New York Yankees
announced the signing of
right-hander Andy
McGaffigan to a one-year
contract. McGaffigan
had an 8-6 record at Colurn bus of the International League last year
after spending the first
two months of the season
on the disabled list with a
sore elbow.

Sports at a glance
High school basketball
ToeMay District Games

Uth
Lou Ballard 56, Lou Waggener 54
Boys
32nd
Ind
Scott Co 74, Owen Co 41
Tilghman 54, Heath 43
33rd
3m1
Dixie Heights 37, Walton-Verona 13
Farmington 47,Sedalia 37
3615
Mayfield 42, Lowes 32
Newport61, Dayton 49
4th
3435
Murray 72, Calloway Co.66
Ludlow 65, Beechvrood SO
665
Coy Holy Cross 71, Con Catholic 64
Trigg Co 66, Crittenden Co 65
35th
Ilth
Newport 61. Dayton 49
Henderson Co 55, Webster Co 40
2415
7th
Campbell County M. Bishop Brossart
Madisonville 50, West Hopkins 48
50
3765
Todd Central 72, Hopkinsv We 54
Parts 63, Bourbon Co 57
1*5
Wth
Owensboro Catholic 59, McLean Co 56
‘Tollesboro 55, Maysville 52
1105
Mth
Central City 52, Hrigbes-Kirk SOOT
.arrt Co 47,Estill Co 45
Ilth
43rd
Hancock Co 66, Whitesville Trinit3111---1311Eamry Clay 80, Len Tales Creek
tze
is
Ohio Co 53, Grayson Co 34
44th
Uth
. Swim is, Madison 51
Olmats0488.Chandlers43
45th
4
14t5
- Boyle Co 62, Danville X
Bowling Greer 85, Potter Home 41 nth
16th
LyneiCamp 45, Whitley Co 43
Tompkinsville 54, Metcalfe Co 65
52nd
XX
Cawood 65, Harlan 51
Bardstown Bethlehem 79, Bardstown
Und
73
Cawood 65, Harlan 53
21st
110th
Lou Central 131, Portland Christian 52
Belfry 64, Feds Creek 62 OT
Slat
nut
Morgan Co 16, Univ Breckinridge 36
Loa Atherton 71, Christian Academy
40
Girls
Lou Seneca 64, Loa Trinity 61
Ind
Tilghman 49, Heath 42
465
Murray 51, Calloway Co 53
Sth
Trigg Co 53, Crittenden Co 43
ith
Providence 68, Union Co 66
765
North Hopkins 62, Dawson Springs 30

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Fort Campbell U. Uric/ Heights 21
1105
Muhlenberg Central 71. Greenville 42
Ilth
Breckinridge Co 67, Hancock Co 55
lith
Olmstead 32, Chandlers
14th
Warren East 54, Bowling Green X
lItb
Cumberland Co 41, Clinton Co 34
Ilth
Washington Co 46, Bardstown
Bethlehem 33
33rd
Lou Doss 55, Lou Valley 40
Uth
Lou Mercy SS, Ninth 6 024
Lou Manual 52, Lou Male 49
2465
Lou Ballard 75,Sacred Heart 44
33rd
Dixie Heights 54, Walton Verona 40
Nth
Newport 56, Dayton 35
ntll
Campbell County 63, Bishop Braised
24
Nth
Clark Co 64, Estill Co 40
42nd
Jessamine Co 44, Burgin 34
43rd
Lei Henry Clay 31, Les Tales Creek
37
44th
Madison Central Si, Richmond Model
52
45th
Danville 62, K y School for Deaf 27
4765
Monticello 64, McCreary Central 45
nth
Whitley Co 110, Lynn Camp 34
52nd
Cawood 14, Cumberland 43
53rd
Jenkins MI, Fleming-Neon 42
Nth
Belfry 50, Phelps 45

:a

•'

College basketball
Tuesday's College Basketball Scores
EAST
Cleveland St. 66, Penn St 61
Carry 51, Coast Guard 42
Harvard 77, Dartmouth 72
SOUTH
South Florida 25, Georgia St. 61
Wright St./0, Kentucky St. 81
MIDWEST
Notre Dame el, N.lows 54
St Olaf 62, Carleton 45
FAR WEST
Nev -1.43 Vegas 16, Nev -Reno 72
TOURNAMENTS
Big Eight Conference
First Round
Nebraska X,Oklahoma St. 49'
Oklahmna 71, Iowa St. 67
Kanliwilit. 74, K ansas62
141611111111172, Colorado.*
- ECAC Mstrwilanth
First Rawl
Long Island U.56,St.Francis, N.Y. 53
Baltimore 64, Towson St_ IX

Unit Mies
1981 Caprice 4-door, tinted glass,air, custom
two-tone paint, V8,automatic, power steering,
power brakes, w-Ftite -40W Price $9501.59
tires, AAIVEM stereo, .eilant
$1100.00
$7701.59
beige,camel cloth seats. Y MN

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
641 S.
Murray

753-2617

Play the Pepsi Challenge
TV Cash Game.
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you don't win the first week, you can still win the next! Just collect
numbers from Pepsi-Cola products with starred caps. If they match the
numbers we reveal on TV each week, you win up to $500 You can also wir
instant cash. So tune in weekly and see that's in the stars for you.
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ATI,ANTA API
Here r The
Amociated Press All-Southeastern Conference basketball team for 114111/

Loaned on Hwy. 61 at Jonathan Creek
Ashocent to Sportsmen's Abdo@

TWO BIG DAYS
Saturay and Sunday
March 6 and 7
8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
ee The All New 1982 Lines

All-SEC
selections
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TUNE IN WEEKLY TO SEE F Y6U'VE WON!
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Siena 15, Fa irleigh Dickinson 41
Robert Morns 75, Loyola, Md.",
E CAC North
First Rood
Boston U 54, Holy Caws0
Niagara 186 New Mighpakke 17
radon EISMAiliMee
Theand
St . eel V It11re IC Giorgi
Washing1111111
PittaburgbM,Dowsesne 64
West Virginia 91. Massachasetts 71
Rutgers 17, Rhode Island 63
Mid-Ameriem Catifernam
Fula Read
W Michigan 44, E.Michigan 41
Bowling Green 11, Miami 71
N Illinois 70, Ohio U. al, OT
Midwestern Cky Canforsace
Rimed
Loyola, HI. 814 Butler 71
Oklahoma City 61, Detroit 61
Xavier, Ohio 74, Oral Roberta 71
Maseari Valley Cauteresee
First Rased
Tulsa 1110, Creichton 11
Bradley 86, Indiana St. 61
Illinois St. 56, Drake 43
New Memo St. U,S.Illinois 43
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Model 2330 List Price 1330 00
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Saturday 111 am. and 2:30
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First Ti..
Dale Ellis, Tennesaee,6-7, IN.Oudot,
Marietta, Ga
Carlos Clark, Missiasippl, 114. 115,
Ionise,Somerville, Tenn
D01911114ple Wilkins, Georgia,1-7.340.
Amex,Atlanta
Howard Carter, Lowlsians Slats, 114,
115, Junior, Baton Rouge. 14
Derrick Hord, Kentucky, 44, 216,
Bristol, Ten

Demonstrations on
Lowrance Depth Finders by
Dave Johnson and Sunday
only. Pro Hass Flehenium,
Ron Shearer

lemma Ti..
Ronnie Williams, Florida
Eddie Philltps, Alabama
Jeff Malone, Missusipe State
Dirk Minnie(wit K enturky
Leonard Mitchell, Lanais na SUM.
Charles Rielly,. Auburn

Demonstrations 0
Fenruiles New l'rolling
Motors
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Michael Brooks, Tonnes'',
Ennis Whatley. Alabama
Willie Hutch Jones, Vanderbilt
Seen Trolly Mississippi
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consumer tips

Charities should be investigated before giving
By Dana Allen
Guest Writer
Each year Americans
are hit with approximately 5 billion pieces of mail
in quest of money.
Being the generous people we are, some $5
billion was given to charity last year. That is
almost $110 million a day
or approximately $200
per person. Many give
more to charity than they
spend on medical and
dental bills.
It is this generosity of
Americans in helping
others in need that has
made charity rackets a
profitable operation in
the United States.
Before giving to a
charity always investigate the organization. Obtain as much in-

formation as possible
about it's operation.
Check with the Better
Business Bureau
(Louisville or Lexington)
concerning a charity
before giving. The Council of Better Businss
Bureaus (CBBB) and the
National Information
Bureau (NIB) have set
specific standards to be
used in evaluating
charities.
The CBBB has information about 10,000
charities, including
regional and local
organizations. To receive
the CBBB pamplet,
"Give But Give Wisely,"
listing hundreds of
charities, send $1 (check
or money order) and a
stamped, self-addressed

business-size envelope
to: Council of Better
Business Bureaus, 1515
Wilson Blvd., Suite 300,
Arlington, VA 22209.
To receive the NIB
booklet, "Wise Giving
Guide," write to the National Information
Bureau, 419 Park Ave.
South, New York, N.Y.
10016. Both of these
organizations encourage
people to go beyond
pamplets and obtain
detailed reports on
charities they consider
supporting.
In order to contribute
intelligently, a contributor has the right to
see the financial statement of a charity. Both
CBBB and NIB will send
up to three free detailed
financial reports of

charities just for the asking. Send the request and
charity name to the addresses listed above to
receive a financial statement.
.Know what percentage
of each dollar contributed
is spent for research.
Also, it is important to
understand what amount
is spent for management
and fundraising.
The CBBB and NIB will
provide this information.
The NIB says fundraising
costs should not exceed 30
percent of contributions.
The CBBB states an
organization's fundraising expenses should be 35
percent 4or less. For example, 95 cents of every
$1 donated to CARE goes
for actual charity, (to
help others), while less

than 50 percent of each Because of inflation and
dollar donated to Korean the high cost of living, the
Relief goes to charity pro- people in this area are
grams.
more "tight fisted than in
When making dona- the past. More appeal is
tions, never give cash. necessary, but they will
Give by check made give." Ward says there
payable-ro the organiza- has been "no decrease in
tion. This wilt help insure charitable contributions,
the money will go to
they are just harder to
charity that needs your_ get." In Calloway Counhelp.
ty, The Salation Army
And finally, be wary of has seen an increase over
door-to-door solicitations. last year, while Needline
Ask for material explain- donations are about the
ing the organization's same as in the past.
work. Always be careful
when donating to strong
Americans ax...e
emotional appeals.
generous -people. But
Atcording to Euple before giving to any
Ward, Director of organization, check into
Needline in Murray, the it. Many charity
Calloway County area organizations are making
charitable donations are important contributions
stable, and an increase in ,toward worthwhile
donations is anticinated. causes.

Sonny Hunt's son, Alan,testifies before federal grand jury
LEXINGTON, Ky.
( AP) — Alan Hunt, son of
former Democratic state
Chairman Howard P.
"Sonny" Hunt Jr., and
Michelle Johnson, an officer in the Seton Investment Corp., have appeared before a special
federal grand jury.
Alan Hunt appeared
before the tribunal for
lw_o hours_ and Ms.
Johnson for one. hour.

Their testimony was confidential and neither had
a comment afterward.
Sonny Hunt pleaded
guilty last month to a
mail-fraud conspiracy
charge in connection with
a scheme for sharing
state insurance commissions. Federal prosecutors agreed not to
prosecute Alan Hunt as
part of an 'agreement
reached in connection

with his father's plea.
Alan Hunt, at Sonny
Hunt's direction, received $87,500 from state insurance commissions, according to a "statement
of facts" released with
the plea agreement.
The statement said
Sonny Hunt also directed
$200,000 in state insurance commissions to
Seton Investment.
A cSndominium in Juno

Beach Fla. was purchased for Sonny Hunt's use
with part of the money,
an earlier indictment
said.
The statement of facts
in the Sonny Hunt case
said Seton Investment
was formed in 1975 by
James E. Gray of
Frankfort, who later
became Gov. Julian Carroll's Cahinet secretary.
The corporation bought

a Lexington townhouse
that was used for several
years as a residence by
Ms. Johnson and other
records have listed Ms.
Johnson as secretarytreasurer of Seton Investment.
Meanwhile, U.S.
District Judge Bernard
T. Moynahan Jr. has
scheduled a hearing for
March 15 on a motion to
lift the secrecy order

covering the names of 52
unindicted coconspirators in the case
of former state Insurance
Commissioner Harold B.
McGuffey.
McGuffey, a Bowling
Gi'een insurance agent,
who is charged with conspiracy and extortion in
connection with the
commission -sharing
scheme,is to be tried May
17.
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PET OF THE WEEK — "Lady", a two-year-old
registered Border Collie, is very gentle with
children. She is available for adoption at Calloway
County Animal Shelter at 103 E.Sycamore, which is
operated by the Humane Society. The Animal
Shelter is now open from 8 a.m. to noon and 1-5
p.m. Monday through Saturday. For further information call 759-4141.

Dancaerobics class planned
as non-credit MSU course
A class titled Dancaerobics will be offered
as a non-credit course at
Murray State University
on Monday and Wednesday mornings, March 29
through June 7, through
the Office of Conferences
and Continuing Education.
Meetings will be from
9:30 to 10:30 a.m. in the
south gymnasium of the
Carr Health Building on
the campus. Instructors
will be Cathy Mattis and
Linda Haverstock.
Consisting of continuous simple dance
movements and steps,
the class is designed to
enable participants to
develop stamina,
gabilize pulse and tone
miiscres, While laving

fun.
Pulse rates of each participant will be taken and
monitored, according to
the instructors. They
recommend that each
participant wear tennis
shoes with good support.
The registration fee for
the course is $50.
Interested persons may
register in advance by
mailing name, address,
telephone number and
registration fee ( checks
made payable to Murray
State University) to: Office of Conferences and
Continuing Education,
Murray State University,
Murray, Ky.,42071.
They may call the office at (502) 762-2716 for
additional information.
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Lots of Instant Winners

Play the"Me and my RC"Cap Game
with all these brands

GET DETAILS AT PARTICIPATING STORES

BIG JOHN'S DELI
STORE COUPON

ms Jai Two Pine

TO TNE DEALER Our salesmen we
redeem Psi coupon o accordance
with the terms oP one, stated plus
usual none:lane Pee Coupon el good

SIM $4129
PAK
I

only on the brand specified end in
voices proving purchases ol suit,
cienl Mote io [Ova,. coupons must be
st,own updn napareel CtrilaNner MUIR
pay any Wes ie.*, and avows
Cash redarnploOn value 140 Of IS

ROYAL CROWN*COL A

RC Bottling Company

o
•

•

COPY AVAILABLE
• .

save

4

OIC

Offer expires March 30, 1982

On your next purchase of
RC products
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CHECK-OUT SUPER BONUS SPECIALS!

CHECK-OUT SUPER BONUS SPECIALS!
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WITH CHECK-OUT SUPER BONUS CERTIFICATE

SHOP COMPARE

WITH CHECK-OUT SUPER BONUS CERTIFICATE

This Ad Good Mar 3 Thru Mar 9
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CHECK-OUT SUPER BONUS CERTIFICATE
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Big John Has The Lowest Shelf Prices Seven Days A Week!
:
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Nikko Sim Twee
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We Reserve The Right To Limit
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Check-Ouf Super Bonus Specials!

CHECK-OUT SUPER BONUS SPECIALS!

CHECK-OUT SUPER BONUS SPECIALS!
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Nettie Stmtesvore

TOW TOWLLS

TOWEL

iiORTENINO

19'
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CHECK-OUT SUPER BONUS CERTIFICATE

WITH CHECK-OUT SUPER BONUS CEIMFICATE

WITH CHECK-OUT SUPER BONUS CERTIFICATE

U SAVE AT BIG JOHN!

Week Long Specials Throughout The Store - Check Out
We Reserve The Right To
Super Bonus Specials!
114 Alm Sow Tway(Judo hit)
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House wants stable El Salvador environment
WASHINGTON )AP)- jority Leader Jim
The House is strongly Wright, D-Texas, but I
urging President Reagan support it because it puts
to seek "unconditional us on the side of those
discussions" involving who would settle their difthe major political ferences by ballots and
groups in strife-torn El not by bullets.
Salvador.
The House acted as
By a 396-3 vote Tues- Secretary of State Alexday, the House approved ander M. Haig Jr.
a measure saying that the testified before the House
talks should be aimed at Foreign Affairs Commitguaranteeing "a safe and t e e that leftist
stable environment" for Salvadoran guerrillas
the scheduled March 28 fighting against the U.Selections in the Central backed ruling junta are
American nation.
not only supplied from
"I do not know how outside but are actually
much good this resolution under "external comwill do," said House Ma- mand and control" by

non-Salvadorans. He
refused to identify the
outside forces.
The Senate, meanwhile, voted 57-37 for
legislation that virtually
would strip federal courts
of authority to order busing to desegregate public
schools.
The vote capped the
first round of conservative efforts to dilute
federal court authority
over social questions.
Despite the lopsided
Senate tally, the bill's
reception in the House
might not be as warm.
In other congressional

business Tuesday:
-A delegation led by
Rep. David R. Obey, DWis., left on a week-long
trip to Poland and other
European countries. The
group plans to meet in
Warsaw and Cracow with
Polish government officials and Catholic
church leaders and has
requested a meeting with
the detained Solidarity
leader Lech Walesa.
-Sen. Ted Stevens, RAlaska, angered that
America's NATO allies
are deeply involved in a
natural gas pipeline deal
with the Soviets, said he

may sponsor legislation
to withdraw some of the
300,000 U.S. troops stationed in Europe.
-Federal Reserve
Chairman Paul A.
Volcker said that at least
short-term economic
recovery is on the way.
But he urged the Senate
Budget Committee to
reduce President
Reagan's projected
budget deficits lest the
country "slip back into
the morass again."
-Several House
Republicans on the
Education and Labor
Committee told Educa-

tion Secretary T.H. Bell
they could not accept
Reagan's proposed
education cuts. Bell conceded that the quality of
education for disadvantaged youths would
slip under the program.
-On the eve of the
Senate debate on whether
to expel Sen. Harrison A.
Williams Jr., D-N.J., for
his Abscam misconduct,
Assistant Minority
Leader Alan Cranston, DCalif., said reports that
he was supporting a move
to censure Williams instead "would not be inaccurate."

Carson explains incidentto audience, viewers
BURBANK, Calif.
(AP) - A nervous but
game Johnny Carson joked about his drunken
driving case in his first
•'Tonight Show"
monologue since his arrest, but later told his
late-night television
viewers "you will never
see me do that again."
"I wish I could explain
to all of you that I was doing research for my new
special called 'Johnny
Goes Home to the Slammer," the 56-year-old
comedian joked Tuesday
in a reference to his recent television special

about returning to his
hometown in Nebraska.
Carson was accompanied onstage for
the taping of his show by
an actor dressed in a
police officer's uniform.
The same actor later
ushered the host off at the
end of the show.
Carson, who earlier in
the day was charged with
two misdemeanor counts
and one infraction stemming from his arrest last
Saturday, devoted the
first few minutes of his
standup routine to the incident.
"You don't know how
nice that sounds," he told

the cheering studio audience. "Would you like
to be my character
witnesses?
"For you people watching this show at home
right now, please fplo not
adjust the color on your
set - it is just me
blushing."
"What luck I have my lawyer is F. Lee
Bailey," Carson added
later, referring to the prominent criminal attorney
who also faces drunken
driving charges. Bailey
pleaded innocent to the
charges Monday in San
Francisco.
Despite his bravado,
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Meal'and

MEATS
Country Fried Steak
Hickory Smoked Pork Bar-B-Q
Southern Fried Chicken

VEGETABLES
*White Beans
*Baked Apples
*Mashed Potatoes

--

*Green Beans
*Carrots
*Cole Slaw

*Potato Salad
•

$3.29
COUNTRY VEGETABLE PLATE
CHOICE OF FOUR VEGETABLES $2.69

Seven Seas Restaurant
Order To Go

753-4141

ji
I'M SELLING
HOUSEHOLD
PRODUCTS

WE
DON'T
NEED
ANY

Hwy. 641

N.,Murray

Carson appeared
somewhat flustered, and
he forgot his usual announcement of the night's
guests at the end of the
monologue.
Off camera, he thanked
the studio audience for
not making me feel that
I murdered someone."
After the monologue
and before his first guest
appeared, Carson spoke
more seriously about his
arrest, saying "it would
be probably impossible
for me to do this whole
show tonight without saying something about what
has happened."
He said that he Was

stopped by a police officer because he did not
have a current license
plate sticker about two
blocks from a Beverly
Hills restaurant where he
and his wife Joanna had
just finished dining with
friends.
"Subsequent te that I
complied with every request made by the police,
which included a test to
determine whether too
much wine may have
been consumed with our
dinner," Carson said.

regret the incident, and
I'll tell you one thing you will never see me do
that again."
A complaint filed by
Los Angeles Deputy
District Attorney Philip
Wynn accused Carson of
driving under the influence of alcohol, driving with a blood alcohol
level of .16 percent, and
the infraction of driving
without a license in his
possession.

An arraignment was
set for March 23 in Bever"That's really all the ly Hills Municipal Court,
further I want to go with where Carson's lawyer
it, except to loy that I can appear for him.

Spouse abuse plan rejected
RANK FORT-,----14(AP)
A measure that
would have provided additional financing for
spouse-abuse centers
through an increase in
marriage-license fees has
been rejected by a House
committee.
The Counties and
Special Districts Committee voted 6-4 with five
abstentions Tuesday to
reject the bill after hearing testimony from a
number of witnesses, including the sponsor, Rep.
Gerta B endI, D Louisville.
Citing a study which
showed that one of 10
Kentucky women have
been abused, Rep. Bendl
described the $10 increase in the fee as "an
inexpensive insurance
policy." Kentucky's
marriage-license fee is
currently 84.
The Rev. Jack Morris,
who works with a center

WELL,I'M
NOT____
OPENIN
THE .
DOOR •

in Renfro Valley, told the
committee that there is
•'no moral justification
for any human being to be
beaten nor for us to stand
by and allow that to happen."
•
Morris noted that funding for his center comes
from the Christian Appalachian Project but
that the money would run
out by November. Center
officials had hoped to
receive some funding
from the state after that.
A woman who has been
abused, using the assumed name of Alice Smith,
said a shelter had provided her only refuge from
her husband, who once
held her hostage for 48
hours and had kicked,
beaten and strangled her.
Without the center, she
said, might be dead today and that is no
understatement- on my
part at all."
But Rev. Boyd
Pendleton of Louisville
told the committee he
could not understand
-why we want to give
more to a do-good
group."
Supporters of spouseabuse centers have an
ulterior motive,
Pendleton said, that is

tied to abortion, the
Equal Rights Amendment and gun control.
And he told the
legislators that they have
an obligation as
"ministers of God" to
vote against the measure.
Abused people have the
law on their side,
Pendleton added.
He was accompanied
by Brenda Jeffries, who
told the committee that
she once had lied to gain
access to a spouse-abuse
center.
Once there, Mrs. Jeffries said, she experienced encouragement to
seek a divorce rather
than reconciliation and
found men to be portrayed as enemies.
In its original form,
Rep. Bendl's bill would
have increased divorce
fees. That version received the approval of
another House paaeland
was sent to • the full
chamber for its, consideration.
After the change to
raise marriage-license
fees - reportedly suggested by the state's
judicial branch - the bill
was referred to the Counties and Special Districts
Committee for further action.

Man charged with son's death
HENDERON, Ky.
(AP) - 'A 70-year-old
Henderson man has been
jailed after police arrested him in connection
with the fatal shooting of
his son,authorities said.
Bobbie Lee Hughes, 29,
was pronounced dead
shortly before midnight
Monday at the home of
his father, James-Robert
Hughes.
The elder Hughes was
lodged in the Henderson
County Jail Tuesday in
lieu of 825,000 cash bond.
Mrs. Hughes said the
two men had been arguing before the shooting
occurred. Her son was
having difficulty finding
a job,she said.
Bobbie Lee Hughes had
recently been released
from the Western Kentucky Farm Center in

%/011 KEEP
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MISS BLJXLEY

Fredonia where he was
sent in February 1981
after a conviction for
wanton endangerment
and second-degree
assault.
"He (Bobbie Let)- had
been drinking and was
calling me all kinds of
names," Mrs. Hughes
said. "Daddy (James
Robert) couldn't -take it.
He pointed a doublebarrel shotgun at him and
it went off accidentally."
According to John Benton, associate superintendent at the Farm Center,
Bobbie Lee Hughes had
been given a 21 day
parole furlough last week
to find a job.
Mrs. Hughes said her
husband did not intend to
shoot their son, but was
"trying to bluff him into
quieting down."

Admissions, dismissals reported

WHOEVER PUT NADU IN
THAT RAFT WANTED
5OUR IDENTITY KEPT
UNKNOWN.

WHAT ABOUT
THAT
IE THE
THAT BEAJTIM.
0,5TERV,
FLIL 5TAwDIAMOND
REX.
NECKLACE
HE WORE

Adults 159
Nursery 12
02-28-82
Newborn Admissions
Patricia Chandler and
Baby Girl, 415 South 11th
St.
Deborah Smith and
Baby Girl, Rt. 7, Trail
Ridge Rd., Mayfield.
Dismissals
Victoria I. Kendall, 205
Pine St., Linda I,. Miller
and Baby Girl, Rt. 5,
Josetta I. Upchurch, Rt.
1, Springville, Tenn.,
Patrii.ia A. Pearson, CR
9, New Concord, Mary

Angela Wilson, Rt. 1, Cottage Grove, Tenn.
Rhonda L. Wadkins,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Martha
Faye Hill, Box 182X, Dexter, Kyle B. Morgan, 518
Whitnell, Sherman M.
Gomer, Rt. I, Almo,
Richard 0. Volans', Rt. 4,
Nashville, Ind., Hughes
Henry Edwards, Rt.!.
Dalton U. Parker, 108
N. 10th St., Beatrice M.
Dunn,721 l'oplar, Julia C.
Moody, Rt. 8, Genic H.
Sawyer (expired), Rt, 6,
Kathy Gay Underhill, itt
3.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Male sheep
4 Ornamental
button
8 Sorrows
12 Macaw
13 Healthy
14 Dublin
land
15 Weight of
India
18 Down Under
country
18 Detested
20 Hard-vrood
tree
21 Exclamation
22 Part of HRH
23 Direction
27 Type of
soup
29 Armed
conflict
30 Showy flower
31 And Let
32 Fondle
33 Fruit seed
34 Three-toed
sloth
35 Stable sound
37 Turf
38 Shade tree
39 Edible
rootstock
40 Series of
games
41 Article
42 Boec
44 Spanish pots
47 Amuse
51 Anger
52 Irish dance
53 Church part
54 Drink slowly
55 Inspires
with
wonder
56 Seines
57 Make lace

DOWN
1 Reckless
Ammer I. Tiwarlay's Polak
2 RelQ1011
3 Washington s OPOU CUM UUUI
BUM MCD UMW
wile
4 Food Bah
CCUMMO OUGUUM
5 Greek letter
MUM
=MU
6 Over coat
OCOU WOOD
7 Hinder
OUU MUM COU
8 Feeblest
CU
Bee
U121
9 Lubricate
UCC MONO DUD
10 Silkworm
11001:1 GUM
11 Black or Red
LLCM
OKICE121
17 Sun god
BUM= CUOUGU
19 Babylonian
ULIC MCC
deity
CUM UCC MUD
22 Toque
24 Near
25 Arctic
ornserd
deity
animal
33 Vassar
44 Units
26 Decorate
38 Conjunction 45 Solo
27 Nuisance
37 Mexican
48 Clan
28 &viten
shawl
47 Time period
volcano
38 Join
48 Recent
29 Damp
40 Fiend
49 Golf mound
30 Succor
41 Actor Pacino 50 Adherent of.
32 Urges
43 Teutonic
Suf.
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2. Notice

6. Help Wanted
Part-time

Copy work
end
restoration
West
Kentucky's finest

Carter Studio gi
mem,'
/53 8798

BIBLE CALL
Rejected • 759-4444.
Children's Story 759-4445.

Antiques
we Bay
85.11
Come by and SOO
Weather Vane's

OVf

MAIN
STREET
UES
A NIITOIUQSE
602 Maio Street
Murray, Ky.
9:00 to 5:00 Mon,
Sat.; 1:00 to 5:00
San.

secretary

needed at -First
Presbyterian Church
Call between the hours
of 9 a. nf.-lia.m
753 6460,

Wanted
Lady to live in and
care for elderly invalid women.
Private home, room,
board and salary.
Call 753-8850 8:30
AM-5:00 PM or 153I.:4 1 after 1:01PM..
Wanted: lead guitar
player for Top 40 Dance
Band. Working every
week-end. 901-612-3559.
Serious inquiries only!
Work at home!! Be
flooded with offers!
Offer -details rush
stamped addressed envelope. GAS, dept M Rt.
2. Box 211 Princeton
Ky. 42445.

•44

For Sale
Large assurtmeit
of gelling 24 Kt.
gold dipped leaves
36 differeit styles
$2.95 Wk.

Wholesale
Jewelers
Inc.
Olympic Plaza
753-1113
Open 9 a.*.-.
to 9 p.m.
5. Lost and Found
Lost: bird dog 12 years
old, white with brown
spots. Doberman Pincher. Call 759-4156 after
5p.m. or 753-8298
9-5p.m. Lost in vicinity
of East 9/ Friday about
10 miles out.
Lost: gray and tan
Siamese male cat. Lost
from 1501 Belmont
Sunday. Reward.
Child's pet. 753 0198.
Lost in vicinity Of .12th
and Main. White. blueeyed female. 1 year old
kitten. Needs medical
attention.. Please call
753-0604.

6. Help Wanted
Summer employment
teacher and resident
adviser positions.
full time
Temporary
for June 1-August 4.
Application deadline
March 26, 1982. Inquire
at Upward Bound Office
MSU Gatlin House 16th
and Hamilton Murray
Ky. 4 2 0 7 1 or call.
762 4327. E.O.E.
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9. Situation Wanted
Responsible mother
wants to babysit babies
and small • children. 5
minutes east of town.
759-1692.
Responsible housewife
will babysit weekdays
in my home. 753-6956.

10. Business Opportunity
Beautician- Have your
own business. Used
equipment for sale.
Hydraulic chair,
shampoo bowl. 2 dryer
3x4 mirror
chairs.
heavy duty mar. Call
753-2173.

13. For Sale or Trade :
For sale or trade established business in
good location. Price
negotiable. Any re
asonable offer considered. Owner financing available. Call 753
/109 after 5p.m.

14. Want to Buy
Good used piano. 4374846.
Mobile home in
Buchanan area with 3
bedrooms for around
$3000. Call 815 251-4208
after 50.10,._ or write
Robert Willstead Rt. 1
Dixon III. 61021.
collecStamp and
tion or accumulation.
Call after 3p
767-4169.
Standing timber larit
or small track. Call
437 4233.
Wanted: used 10 speed
bike. Good condition.
753 4143 after 5:30p.m.
Want to buy all types if
timber including white
oak veneer. Will pay
cash. 753-1981 etts(r
Sp.m.

15. Articles for Sale
Ladies coat size 21 1i.
753 8234.

WALLS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•NOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*MOLESTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delisery ea Prowriadwo le City Limits
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22. Musical

15. Articles for Sale

Martin houses 6 room Gibson guitar, aucustic
or electric. 753-3229.
$24.99 12 room $3699
1
24 room
room $49.99
Wallen
$ 59 .99
•
Hardware Paris.
Tillers Shp Briggs and
Si Car Stereos by
Straton engine chain
Sony, Pioneer sad
drive. $269.99 Wallen
Hardware Paris.
&Wentz. Expert InTobacco sticks. Call
stallation and service.
345-21161 or 2/7-3953.
Vertical steel 4 drawer
filing cabinet 25in. deep.
Call 753-4143. Salve
day's 10-9
daily be122 S.
tween 5: 00 and
753-5865
10:00p.m.

INFLATION
PRICES

WORLD OF
SOUND

Shop sad Compere

16. Home Furnishings

••••.-

Antique marble top
dresser. oft. tall with
mirror and 5 drawers.
753-5561.
Responsible party to
Antique wooden "Vice
tube up payments on
Presidents'' desk. 5 Yift,
like new piano.
long and 343n. deep. Call
753-4143. Saturday's
10-9. daily between 5:00
and 10:00p.m.
For sale Ammana deep
Wurlitzer console
freeze in excellent con
dition. Chest type. 753- theatre organ 4500. Like
new. 753-1261 after
6278.
5p.m.
For sale coffee table,
end table and oc
23. Exterminating
casional table. Cherry
French Provincial. 4928891.
JEANS JEANS Calvin
Klein $19.95,
Jordache
$24.95 Oscar de L'renta
$18.95 Polo shirts $18.
Izod $16.4421668.
One Early American
style couch. Call 7591075 Mon.-Fri. 8-4.
- --Three piece baby bedPhone 753-3914
room furniture, • like
new. Also other baby •
items. Call 753-7737.

WANTED

CLAYTONS
753-7575

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

19. Farm Equipment

24. Miscellaneous

Unclaimed lay -away
1974 5000 Ford with 10ft. bicycles. 2-20in. girls
14in. bikes balance due $59.
Birch wheel disk.
plows. 753 8555.
each. 1 men's 27in.
Allis- 15-speed balance due
Oft. wheat drill,
': Chalmer tractor with $88. New warranty new
plow WD. 5ft. pull type bike. At your local
manure Huffy Service Center.
:bush hog.
spreader. 6 row corn Coast to Coast
Hardware.
`t,.. drill, 2 row corn drill,
hand corn sheller. Upright piano, stereo
dinner buffet,
2-121n. plows,
3 drawer oak
chest. Call 759 4073 ask
-: bell. 437-1801.
Cattle rack for long bed for Judy.
, Ford pickup. Used 900 x 327 Chevy engine $250.
20 truck tires. Call 73-77 Chevelle front cap
753 3229.
S22.5. 73-80 Chevy truck
rear end, truck tool box
20. Sports Equipment
$50. 716 x 19ft. log chain
40 channel RealMinnkota 565 trolling $45.
400 Oldmotor foot control. Like istic CB $AO.
Pontiac
or
long shaft. Save smobile,
new
$100. Phone 753-1556 Buick transmission $90.
Can install all parts.
after 6p.m.
Call 759-1200 before
22. Musical
5p.m.
AAA CUSTOM MADE
CAR STEREO Pioneer.
CABINETS,
Kenwood,
Marantz,
Mitsubishi. Sanyo. Pro- bookcases.
etc.
fessional intallation. music centers,
Sunset Boulevard Music Reasonable. 436-2566.
Dixieland Center Air compressors for
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
sale. Dill Electric.

ART AUCTION
Inventory
Reduction Sale
Thursday, March 4, 1982
5:30 P.M.
*ma odohnis, Limited Edition Prints,

and

*Mks
et tits

Blackford House Gallery
418 Main Street

Mummy, KY 42071
502-753-8301
Asefloaeor Bob W."Frosty" Miller
4924594

AUCTION
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1982
10:00 AM.-RAIN OR SHINE
CURTIS & RANDY BOMAR-OWNERS
PARIS, TENNESSEE
SALE LOCATION: From Paris, Tenn Take Hwy 69A
Southeast 8 Miles to County Rd Proceed East To Sale
Site! Neat 'The Spnngville Community'. Follow The
Sale Signs!

TRACTORS
INC 1066, C. 8 A.. 18.4x38 DIs., Du, Hyd., Wts., TA.,
2003 Hrs.
INC 1206, 18.4x38 DIR., Du, Hyd., Wts.
1.11F 175,Dsi., W.Frt.,Wilk
AC-B w(Culti. and Mover.
TRUCK
1977 Chevy, w2Speed,Gr Bed & Hoist, Low Mileage.
FIELD EQUIPMENT
Kewanee 1010 Hyd. Fold 19' Disc • IHC 468.6R
Do All, Hyd. Fold wHarrow • AC-6 Row No Till Plantar
veMonitor • IFIC 2350 Loader waucket and Forks •
Brillion 12' Culti-Mulcher • IHC-11 Tine 3 Pt. Chisel
Plow • N.H. 467 Hay Bins • N.H. 268 Twine Naar
• N.H. 256 Rake • Gehi
mai • Tuftline 9'
Wheel Disc • Brillion 8' Culti-Packer • AC 6-Row No
TIII Planter • IHC 4-Row 3 Pt. Cult. • IHC 81 Drag
Disc • Side Mt. Hay Loader • 3 Pt Cyclone
Seeder • JO 630 Cults • JD 4-Row Rotary Hoe •
JD 110 3 Pt Sprayer • Post Hole Digger • Say. Hyd.
Cyls • 400 Gal Saddle Tanks • Two 1000 Gal.
Water Tanks wtRacks • Pressure Washer • JD #8
Mower • JD 3x14" Plow • Misc Tools • Port. Concrete mixer • Lg. Livestock Fan • Ten Port. Hog
Houses w/Sun Decks. Pens and lost Walls • Throe
110 Bu. Hog Feeders • Two Cattle Creep Feeder,•
So Bu.Hog Feeder • Hog Watering Tank w/Heater
This is an Open Satel Contact Rat* Illomar 901593-5209- Curtis Bomar 901-593-363L
-TERMS: Strictly Cash, Cashier's Cheek or Amproved Check? NO EXCEPTIONS!! BANK LETTERS
Ars• Must GUARANTEEING PAYMENT Of CHECKS
Prom All Unknown Buyers!!
REGARDLESS OF WEATHER.
Tenn. LIc.
930

JAMES R. CASH
THE AUCTIONEER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY
502 633 8466 or +302'623 6939
trc al STATES
SILL,NGSUCCItSFUL SALIESIN

24. Miscellaneous

32. Apts. For Rent

34. Houses for Rent

Atari and 1 cassettes.
Like new bought
Christmas 1981. $135.
Phone 1 345 2023 after
5p,m. or week -ends.
Chrome 8 spoke western
Chevrolet wheels and
tires. 2 G 70's and 2 L
60's. $350. 435-4216.
Fireplace insert.
Bought new for $670.
Used 1 month. Price
$200. Call 753-2878.
Panasonic AM FM
stereo receiver with
doby system cassette
and turn table. 21in
speakers. 30in. copper
tone range. Call after
3p.m. 901 247 5547.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Mixed
hardwoods 18in. 24in.
available. $27.50 a rick
delivered. Call John
Boyer at 753-8536.
Two new storm win
4 used storm
dows
3 new rewindows.
placement windows, 130in. Franklin Stove
used 6 months. 2 sets
inside shutters, 6 screen
doors wood, 15 window
sash new, .1 outside used
1-220 volt wall
doors.
heater
8 pieces insulation glass. 753-4124.
Wheat straw for sale. 75
cents a bale. Call 4742744 after 5p.m.

Two bedroom duplex
with carport on Stadium
View Dr Central heat
and air all appliances.
carpeted. Deposit re
quired. No pets. Call
753-1799 after 5:30p.m.
Two bedroom duplex.
Central heat and air. No
pets. $210. month. $200.
deposit. Lease required.
Call after 5p.m.
753-6699.

Two bedroom house
with utility and garden
spot. 8 miles southeast
of town
Married
couples only
Re
ferences and deposit
required. 492 8594.
Two bedroom on Ken
lucky Lake. 753 8087
753 7980. 753-1863.
Two bedroom nice
house furnished. T . V.
antenna. $145. 759-1305.

25. Business Services
HODGES TAX SERVICE. The Income Tax
Specialist 1104 Pogue
Ky. Call 759Murray
-1425.

26. TV-Radio

LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's
25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" color, 19" B/W

CLAYTONS
753-7575
27. Mobile Home Sales

17. Livestock-Supplies
lie Leasteg

For sale,

ped silt. Newly destructed
central beat led alt,
carpeted, blithe!' applods. Office Hsirs Mee.Fri 9:011-12:N lees.
Warded Or
Nerdy, Ky.
S12-153-4584
feral 11,11111Ippertsity
Two bedroom furnished
apartment 311 N. 5th .
Water furnished. $155.
per month. No pets. Call
753-1203.
Two bedroom apartment. Partial utilities
paid. Call 753-2422.
Upstairs 2 bedroom
apartment. Furnished.
utilities paid. Call 753'
1739.
-----------Upstairs 2 bedroom
apartment. Furnished,
utilities paid. No chil
dren. No pets. Call
753-1739. Vacant furnished 2 bedroom apartment with
washer and dryer. Coleman Real Estate 7539898.

One block from MSU
Living room, kitchen,
and laundry facilities.
Boys only. $60. deposit,
$60. per month. 759-4538.

34. Houses for Rent

A brick home located on
approximately 1
acres with 3 bedrooms.
baths, dining area. 2
miles from Murray.
Call
5300 per month
Century 21 Loretta
Realtors at 753Jobs.
9944.
1492.
1978 Challenger 12x60. 2 Five miles east of
bedroom. all electric,
Murray. In -level brick,
central air,
fiberglass approximately 3700sq.
underpinning. 2 sets of ft. with central air with
steps.
large sundeck.
heat pumps. 2 car
recently re modeled. garage, den with wood
Call 1.51-8669.
4 bedburning stove,
For rent or sale. 2 room. 3 baths. stove
garbage
bedroom furnished refrigerator,
dishwasher.
trailer. $110. per month. disposal.
Before 2p.m. 753-0858Gas heat. 753-5750.
after 2p.m. 753 8943.
28. Mobile Home Rentals Five room house, large
cook stove,
10x42 mobile home. Air kitchen.
bath. Near
condition,
furnished. utility room
Located Mobile Home Murray. Couple. ReVillage. Phone evenings ferences. Deposit. $150.
month. No pets.
753-3895.
753-7551.
Clean nice 2 bedroom
mobile home. $90. single Large unfurnished
occupancy, $95. double. house near University.
Ideal for 3 or 4 college
753-8216.
students. Call 753-2967
Nice 2 bedroom trailer after 5p.m.
near Murray. No pets.
Three bedroom home 1
489-2611.
block off campus. Cen
Two bedroom fur- tral gas heat
fully
nished,
washer and furnished. Before 4p.m
vacant in city. 753-8207,
dryer,
after 4p.m.
Coleman Real Estate 753-3763.
753-9898.
full
Three bedroombasement, garden spot.
30. Business Rentals
Located in Murray. Call
153-3096.

32. Apts. For Rent
Duplex newly decorated
near college. 1 bedroom,
appliances furnished. Coleman Real
Estate 753-9898.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near downtown Murray. Call 7534109 or 436-2844.
Furnished 1 bedroom,
carpeted apartment. Vs
block from University.
Calf 753-2967 after 5p.m.
Furnished apartment
near university. 7533134 or 753-6177.
Lakeland Wesley Village now renting 1
bedroom elderly apar
tments. HUD Rent
Subsidy Program. Apply
L.W.V. U.S. 6 8 at
Ben
Jonathan Creek,
ton, Ky. 42025. 507351
8888. An Equal Housing
Opportunity.
One bedroom un
furnished apartment.
New wall to wall carpet.
re modeled kitchen.
Deposit and references
required.
Call Spann Realty AsSoc. for all your real
estate needs. 753 7724.
One bedroom furnished
apartment. $90. a
month. 121 North next to
fairgrounds_ 753 3139.
One or 2 bedroom
apartments for rent at
Embassy Apartments.
Call 753 3530 or 753 1331.
Small furnished . apai
tment. Inquire 100
13th St. -

Registered black tag
Poodle puppy. Call 753
2771.
Siberian Husky puppy. 5
female
months old,
a
had all shots.
housebroken. 753 9506
after 6p.m.
WANTED: home outs
ide of town for large 1
year old female dog.
Has been spayed and all
shots up to date. Call
after 3:30 753-8002 or
come and see her at 1305
Kirkwood Dr.

41. Public Sale

GARAGE
SALE
Sponsored W COWSchool PTA IA be

held in Carter Moot
Gym ea 13th Street
Friday 3:311 p.m.7:30 p.m. Seterdey
8:00 a.m. • 4:00

33. Rooms for Rent

12x55 Trailer. Under
awning.
and
pinning
meter -pole. 759-4523
after 4p.m.
12x65 Trailer for sale or
rent. 759-1987.
1972 Winchester. 2 bedroom 12x60. Call 759

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

4 registered

Polled Hereford Bulls.
MUR-CAL
$650. and up. Phone
(901) 6128544 days or
APARTMENTS
-- (901)642 7482 nights.
1,26 3 bare= slits troy 38. Pets-Supplies
$11511 per se. Handicap-

Two

bedroom

brick

duplex. Appliances
central heat
furnished
and air. Coleman Real
Estate 753-9898.

43. Real Estate
Purdom & Thornton
Insurance &
Real Estate
Sopthside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

Strout
Refit;
Office Coast Is Coast
layers from Everywhere
Reliable Service Slice 1100
1112 Coldwater Itimui
Murray, kestsclis 42071
(302) 753-8116
Anytime
JOE L. KENNON
Dreher
Licensed & leaded

REAL ESTATE
Western Cedar 3
BR 2 bath home
with spacious living area and extremely functional
kitchen. Central
heat plus
economical wood
stove, extra room
for work and play;
triple garage with
outside

Storage,

PLUS 14 beautiful

acres, located on
paved r _0 a d
Highway 444, ONcome
LY 39,900
make your offer!
Spann Realty
Associates, Inc.
753-7724.
•

38. Pets-Supplies
AK C Bassett Hound
puppies. Championship
bloodlines Call
489 2599

41. Public Sale
Moving Sale Furniture,
toys.
record player
fishing
tv
books,
equipment, tools, Other
miscellaneous items.
Everything must be
sold. Sat. only! March 6.
1982 8:a.m. until ??? 212
South 16th St. Murray.
2
Moving Sale couch
exercise
recliners,
e,
bik
table
lots of odds and
ends. New Providence
March 6. For
Sat
information call 753
3847 or 753 8786

43. Real Estate
assumable
Reduced,
loan 2 bedroom and
extra kitgreat room
chen cabinets, garage,
fenced in yard. 2 years
old. $38, 500. Owner call
753 8469 or Shroat
Waldrop 759 1707.

45. Farms for Sale
pole
53 AcreS. Well,
and ponds. 35
barn
acres in permanent
pasture. On Cherry
miles
Corner Road 7
from Murray-. $38000.
753-3625
'."2

46. Homes for Sale
3 bedroom brick house.
2
Carpet throughout,
large living
baths
room and den. 2 car
garage with large storage room. Call 489-2145
or 753-2493.
House on 2 lots near
take at -Plive Bluff
Shores. Completely
furnished-, Efficiency
breakfast
kitchen,
nook, large sun deck off
living room. Spiral
stairs to upstairs bedroom and front sun
deck. In the cool of the
evening sit on the sun
deck and watch the deer
and listen to the whip-owills. Park your ,boat
under sun deck at night.
Price reduced to
$17, 500. for quick sale.
Shown by appointment
only. 753-5791. 759-1074.
Income property by
owner. Extra nice 2 or 3
4
bedro
loto
s m brick home on
presently _1 lot
rented for mobile home.
air --con,-----Carport,
ditioned, perfect starter
home'for young couple
for rental income.
$36000. Will consider
renting to responsible
party. Call 522-7837.
Super insulated 4
bedroom brick. 2 bath.
carpet,
heat pump,
large kitchen. Call 7535791 or 759-1074.
2 full
Three bedroom.
baths, large living room
kitwith dining area.
chen and utility room.
By owner. Call 753 8686.
Underground house
1800sq ft Heat for 79
cents a day 45 1'2 acres
on Hwy 145 in Southern
Illinois. 618 949 3898.

3ICP

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

1970 Buick La Sabra.
Runs good and can be
used for parts. Call
436 5830.
1973 Toyota 4 door
wagon Only 5000 miles
since re built engine. 26
miles per gallon.
Automatic transmission. 136-2116.
197/ Fiat SW. 4 speed,
AM FM stereo,
low
miles. May be seen at
2015. 7th.
1971 Hornet Stationwagon. Runs good.
body
poor. $400. 753-0015.
1975 Buick Electra.
Good condition, 47. 000
actual miles, local car.
153-4960 after 5p.m. or
753.3161 during the day.
1975 Mercury Comet.
Automatic
power
steering
air. Good
$1450. Call
condition
753 8124
1975 Toyota Corolla.
Loaded,
good shape.
$1950. Call 753 3435 after
4p.m.
1977 Grand Prix. Want
to rent clean-up shop.
759-1167.
1978 Oldsmobile Re
gency diesel. White and
red, 28 highway miles,
loaded, extras clean
low mileage. Call 136
2682 after 5p.m
1978 Trans Am. White
with silver Edition
eagles. Red velour interior with captains
seats. t-tops cruise,
electric
factory air,
windows, electric door
locks. tilt wheel, AM FM stereo, gold wheels
with GI qualifier
radials. Mechanically
45 300 miles.
sound,
$5800 firm - 'Call 8-5 at
753-0333.
after 5p.m.
753-4016.

Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 751'2310
for free estimate for
your needs
For your lime hauling
and lime spreading.
white rock, gravel, and
coal hauling. Call 7534545 or see Roger
Hudson, Located 10
miles east on Hwy 94.
Free estimates. All
your electrical, plumbing
heating
air conditioning
painting and
insulating needs. Call
753-9673,
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry
plumbing,
concrete
roofing
sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL.' Free
estimates. Days 474
2359 nights 474-2276.
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753'2310 for free
estimate.

ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
and trim. Aluminum
trim for brick houses.
Jack Glover 753 1873.

1981

Cutlass

Broughams 10,000
miles, like new.

Purdom's
Oldsmobile
Pontine
Ulnae
1406 W. Main
753-5315

50. Used Trucks

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP

1981 Yamaha Champ after 5p.m.
1977 23ft. Midas
Both for $750. 753-7189.
Air
MR 250 trailbike. $350. camper trailer.
conditioned and all MC
Call 759-1843.
extras. 489-2101.
Suzuki IS 185. $275
753-3229.

225 L.P. Miller St.14... hem Cmt,ciao

48. Auto Services

Specializing In Senior Citizens

Hair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75
Open Floors
Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
7:30-2:30 - 753-3685

53. Services Offered

Import Auto Salvage
new ind-lified
474-2325.
Over 50 rebuilt auto
matic transmissions in
stock. 90 day un
conditional warranty.
Reynolds Trans
missions Hwy 69 North
Paris. In. 901-642 2572.

49, Used Cars

Three Days Only
Thursday-Friday-Saturday
4x8's 5/8" Pine Siding
$19.95 Per Shoot
Interior Pre-Hung Doors
'5Vanities
$34.9
0'
24" and3
With Marble Tops $39.95
Asphalt Shingles $17.95 square

LUCKY STRIKE
SALVAGE
817 Paris, Road
Mayfield, Ky. 247-3276

1966 El Camino. 350
engine,
3 speed auto
matic,
air
power
brakes and steering.
8900. /89 2189.

1981 Signature
Series, 2 door
Lincoln, Town
Car. Loaded, 22
MPG, Electronic
fuel injection,
v er"Special
ikive.
Lists $22,800
Now $15,900
753-7113

Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estimates call 753-2310.
CARPENTER SERVICE. New homes,
custom kitadditions.
all remodeling.
chens
Hawley Bucy 492-8120.
Chimney Sweep.
Chimney cleaned this
year? If not you may
have a fire hazard. Call
767 .1786 or 767-4779.
Concrete block, brick
21 years experience. No
job to • large or small.
Free estimates. Call
753 5476.
Do you need your
carpets cleaned? Find
out how inexpensive it
can be done. with deep
steam cleaning. Call
Jeff 753 0015.

Alyea= Service Ce.
alumina wed viey1 sidiet,
custom Ills 'work.
blatant:411 UI-li
/UM.
Horses Boarded. Re
asonable rates. 2 miles
from Murray. City wa
ter. Call 753 3010.
II you own your land I
can hell) you have a
home built and financed
11 11 10 percent A P R
C811436 5582

N types of roisE.
bangles and Not Be
Mayfield 247-9187
Gene Mongrom

Professional interior
painting. I have painted
some of the finest
homeS in the Louisville
area and have now
come to Murray.
Guarantee the best
prices and the most
professional job in
town. For free estimates call Mark 767ROOFING
2273.
BUILT-UP ir SHINGLES
Thirty one years exReferences. All work
perience. Carpenter
guaranteed. Free
remodeling
building
Estimates. Call 759and repairing annex on
18590,753-6581.
home and trailer. 4362253.
Tree Work. Topping,
K 8, K STUMP R EMO- trimming,
and taking
need
you
Do
VAL
down. 436-2172.
from
removed
stumps
your yard or land Tree trimming and
cleared of stumps? We removal. Hedges and
can remove stumps up shrubs. Firewood. 753to 21 inches below the 5476.
groondieaving only Wet basement? We
sawdust and chips. Call make wet basements
work completely
for free estimates. Bob dry
Kemp 435-1343 or Bob guaranteed. Call or
write: Morgan _CORI_
Kemp Jr 435-1319_
Need work on your struction Co. Rt. 2 Box
Ky.
prun- /09 A Paducah.
trees? Topping,
ing, shaping complete 42001 or call 4.12-7026.
removal and more. Call Will do shingle roofs.
BOVER'S TREE Reasonable rates. Call
SERVICE for Pro- 137-4921.
fessional tree care. Will sharpen hand saws
753-8536.
chain saws and skill
Photographs re- saws. Call 753-1656.
produced old or new. No
negatives required, any
Column
size. Call 753-8809.
white male
Black
andProfessional painting,
paperhanging,
com- kitten. Has been deresidential clawed, had all shots. 7
mercial.
farm months old. 753-9506
interior-exterior
estimates. after 6p.m.
buildings,
Three kittens. 753-3493.
Tremon Farris 7591987.

1979 Fairmont Station
Wagon. Loaded, WOO.
Call 753-7614.
1980 Chevrolet Caprice.
Local car, 1 owner. low
mileage. 753-2725.

1960 Chevy pkkup.
cellent condition. 7535561
1963 Dodge dump truck.
436-5198.
1973 Dodge pickup. Fair
condition
good fuel
truck. Call 435-4507
after 6p.m.
1976 Chevrolet 10 ton.
4 wheel drive. $1700.
759-1843
4x4. New
1977 F 250
front end, transfer case
Call 759-9944
rebuilt
from 6a.m 12a.m,
47. Motorcycles
Mon. Fri.
1975 Honda motorcycle 1980 Ford Van
400 CC. 4 cylinder. 5000 customized for campmiles.
5950. Call ing. 759-1359 daytime,
753 4614.
759-4577 night.
1975 Honda 250 XL
Government
Jeeps
only Surplus listed for $3. 196.
Good condition,
7000 miles. Call 436-5830.
Sold for $4400. For
1976 MT 125 Honda. information call 312 931Good condition- 8325. 1961 Ext. 1774.
753-4763.
51. Campers
1979 Yamaha 175. Call
189-2813,
11 /
1
2ft. cab over self
1980 1100 Yamaha. 9000 contained slide in canif_.
miles with accessories. per. Refrigerator and
furnace. Good condi437-4257.
tion. Sleeps 4. 759-4501
1980 Yamaha 3-wheeler

GENERAL
ROOFING CO.

S.Free

AUCTION
TUESDAY, MARCH, 9, 1982
10:00 AM.-RAIN OR SHINE
FORD-RICHARDSON TRACTOR CO.
HAYFIELD KENTUCKY
TRACTORS
IHC 1468 • IHC 4366 w 3 Pt , 30.5x32 Rub , 1500
Firs • INC 240 w Loader • J.D. 2010 • IHC
504 • INC 544 Dsl , 'New Engine" • &C. D-17
w/3 Pt • INC 240 • Two IHC-A wtCulti.•INC
464 w.1200 Hrs • INC Su. C w'Cula.•TwO
64C-M Fennell • MC 300 w Loader •&CA wi
Cult,Plow, Disc • Ford 6000
COMBINES
M.F. 300 &Cab, hid. Control • IHC 815 wi'151
Plat 4 Row 30' Corn Hid. • IHC 915 Dsl. •
Gleaner F-2 "Sharp" • J.D. 6600 Dst, 14' Flo,
Cut Bar • IHC 615 w13'-810 Plat • INC 915w."
15-.810 Plat., Flo. Cut. Bar • M.F. wow 13 Plat
• INC 715 w/13' Plat. • N.H. 975 w 13' Plat. 4
Row Corn Hd. • INC 715 Hydrostat, Ou. Attach
• Case 960 w/Cab • J.D. 95 w Cab, Hd. Control
• J.D. 95 w/14' Plat., 435 Corn Fid. • M.F. 222
Corn 1-Id • INC 228 Corn Hd. • Gleaner 435
n .
FIELD EQUIPMENT
J.D. 6 Row No-Till Planter • Bush Hog 5'-3 Pt.
Rotary Cutter • IHC Cub Plow • INC 650 Silage
Cutter w - Both htds. • Brillion 10' Cultimulcher •
INC 440 5x16" Plow "Sharp" • Burch 4 Row
Cult,. • Ford 5' Frail Mower • J.D. 10' Cultimulcher • INC 2 Pt. Sub-Soiler • Superior Manure Loader • Weldon 8' Fr Mt. Blade x Bush
Hog Pull-Type Rotary Cutter • INC Fast Hitch
Mower • Larson 6000 lb. Fert. Spreader • M.F.
5x16" Plow • J.D.5x16" Semi-Plow • INC 511 5
Btm. Plow • IHC 7206x18" On Land Plow. "Like
New" • INC 560 6x16" On Land Plow • IHC 440
5x16" Plow • INC 309 3 Btm Ptow • INC 560
6x16" On Land Plow • INC 710 5x16'' On Land
Plow • INC 541 4 Btm Plow • Case 3x12".'
Plow • J.D. 406" Semi-Plow • Ford 4x16'
Plow • INC 3 Pt, 4 Btm. Plow • INC 3 Btm Plow
• INC 2x14- Su. C Plow • INC 194 1 Fur. Plow
• ILC. 2 Btm. Plow • J.D. 10' Do-All • INC 475
18' Hyd. Fold Disc • Cu.17 Fold Disc • Two
INC 370 13' Disc "New Blades" • INC 470 16'
Fold Disc • INC 490 24' Hyd. Fold Disc wHarrow
• Athens 90 21' Flex Hyd. Fold Disc • Krause
21' Hyd. Fold Disc • J.D. 16' Fold Disc • INC 6'
Drag Disc • INC 8' Fast Hitch Disc • Tut-Line
10' Disc • J.D. 10' Wheel Disc • Krause 21'
Hyd. Fold Disc • INC 370 10' Wheel Disc • INC
)
500 4 Row Cycle Planter • INC 400 6-30 CyclePlanter wind. Boxes • J.D. 2 Row 3-Pt. Planter
• INC 400 6-30 Cyclo Planter wfert.
Boxes • INC 400 8 Row Cycle Planter wtFert.
End Transport • Century Pull Sprayer "New"•
Thrifty 4 Row Cult. • Five IHC 153 4 Row Cuff.
• Ford 4 Row Cuiti • Burch dRow Cult. • Two
INC 53 4 Row Cult_ • INC 156 6-30 Cuiti. •
Krause 10' 3-Pt. Chisel w Hyd. Gu. Wheels •
Krause119-Tine V Plow w Gu. Wheels. "Demo."
• New Idea 200 Bu. Manure Spreader wiNew
Chain • G.T. 45' Grain Auger • Electric Wheel
4 wheel Wagon • INC 645 18' Hyd. Fold Field
Cult, • J.D. 10' Gr Drill • 18' Tandem Axis All
Is.
Steel Trailer • Sev.

11111111111111•111111•111111
1974 Chevy 1 on w11 Tidy :ed. 4 peed • I •
Ford Pickup 4 Wheel Dr . 4 Speed • 1973 Int at/
AC. Pr Steering • 1969 Int. w Auto Trans . Pr.
Steering
.1111111:. • =MEIN
IH 108 adet 10 H • , lec tart, 42 •.wer •
Ford 120 12 HP Elec Start, 42' Mower • INC
122 Cadet 12 H P 42 Mower • M.F. Cadet 7
HP Elect Start, 38' Mower • INC 85 Criclet 8
HP "
Come Prepared To Find Several Addftional
Items Added To This List, Because Danny and
Rudy Are Trading Wild Every Day. This WIII
Once Again Be Another Ford-Richardson Spectacular, Selling Under The Rules Of Absolute
Auction! No Buy Backs! No Minimums! No Reservations!! Ph.502-247-4747
TERMS Strictly Cash, Cashier's Checks or Approved Check! NO EXCEPTIONS!! BANK LETTERS Are a Must GUARANTEEING PAYMENT
OF CHECKS From All Unknown Bu ere?!

JAMES R. CASH
TNt AUCTIONEER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY
502 613 11466 a'302 623 6939
SELLING, SUCCISSFUL SAS IN SEVERAL STATES
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Catholic orphanage fights a war for children in El Salvador
ZAR,AGOZAT--Fr4
Salvador ( AP) — Little
Hugo cuddles up to
visitors but communicates only by grunts
and signs.
Asked his age, he shyly
holds up six fingers. But
he looks younger because
he is underweight.
Sores on his shaved
head are healing, and his
second set of teeth are
coming out. He has
nightmares and often
wets his bed.
Hugo is one of El
Salvador's estimated
10,000 war orphans, their
parents among the
estimated 32,000 civilian
dead or the 200,000 to
300,000 adult refugees
displaced in the war between government forces
and leftist guerrillas.
With financial help
from the Roman Catholic
diocese of Cleveland,
Ohio, the church in
Zaragoza is caring for 110
of the children ranging in
age from 8 months to 13
years.
"All of them are
underweight," said Dr.

"4

Jape Romano, the or-•
phanage's physician, in
his early 30s. "Not
enough food, and also
their background. Most of
them came from poor
rural families in the first
place. Add to that the war,„
and the trauma of seeing
parents killed and..
"We try to give them a
special diet to bolster
them up. Plus some
vitamins if we get them.
Otherwise, they fall prey
to all sorts of disease.
"They develop
parasites, internal
disease, things like bronchitis and catarrh, and
because of the living conditions and crowding,
also skin ailments like
boils and sores.
"They eat beans, rice,
corn and milk every day.
And we try to give them
meat — and by that I
mean mostly chicken —
twice a week. Three
times if we can manage
it.
"Our biggest shortages
are food, clothing and
medicines, in that order.
Milk is very difficult to

get. Antibiotics are also
difficult, like most
medicines, there is a
shortage. And then we
need shoes, and a lot of
other things."
Most of the children
don't know their surnames and are hazy
about their ages.
"When they first arrive
here, they almost all
refuse to talk," said
Romano. "They show
acute signs of either
depression or hyperactivity.
"They fight a lot among
themselves — they're
very aggressive. But
eventually they slowly
quiet down.
"They also have
nightmares and many of
them, even 6- and 8-yearolds, wet their beds.
Eventually the
nightmares die down and
they begin to have more
or less normal dreams,
and they start asking for
their parents and talk
about their parents more
objectively as an object
of their fondness or love."
The church runs three

othor orphanages around
San Salvador and another
at Santa Ana, the country's second-largest city
109 miles to the west. War
orphans are also cared
for by other parishes
across the country and
the Red Cross. But most
of them are in the refugee
camps.
The Zaragoza !operation costs between 300
and 500 colones a day,
most of it for food, the
doctor says. That's $120
to $200 at the official rate
of exchange and $75 to
$125 at the present blackmarket rate.
Romano says the
government provides no
help. The money comes
from the church, private
donations and the
Cleveland diocese.
"There are eight of us
here," he continued, "the
two priests, a nurse, a
director of the school and
a teacher, a secretary
and a woman in charge of
the nursery."
On one side of the yard
is a small wooden
building with a cor-

rugated roof housing the
dispensary. the doctor's
office and three crowded
classrooms where the
older children were
receiving basic instruction in reading and
writing.
Across the yard was a
larger building, 60 feet
long and 25 feet wide, also
one story, also made of
wood with corrugated
roofing, divided into two
rooms.
The smaller room was
the nursery, spotless,
with six babies 8 months
to 2 years old in crude
wooden cribs. Some of the
babies played quietly
with their toes, others
slept perspiring in the
noonday heat. Some
whimpered from time to
time.
The larger room contained three rows of
three-tiered bunks, 66 in
all.
"The older one sleep
one to a bunk," said
Romano, "but the
younger ones two and
sometimes three to a

bunk. It helps give 4he
younger ones security if
they sleep together."
Strips of rubber cut
from old tire tubes were
stretched criss-cross to
form springs for the
bunks. There were no
mattresses in the main
dormitory or the nursery,

GOULD OIL CO.,INC.
Hazel, Ky.
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Jury selection continues
for supper club fire Mot
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MUSIC TO CROSS STREETS BY — A couple crosses a downtown Minneapolis street which catches its share of second takes from people who see
this musical score from Ravel's Gaspard de La Nuit. The music is painted on
the side of the Schmitt Music Center in Minneapolis.
(AP Laserphoto)

RIGHL A,ND_
HEIGHTS, Ky. (AP) —
No jurors were chosen in
the first day of jury selection for the third Beverly
Hills Supper Club fire
trial.
Campbell Circuit Judge
John Diskin dismissed
several prospective
jurors Tuesday because
they either knew a victim
of the May 28, 1977, fire or
were at the Southgate
club the night it burned,
killing 165 people.
Jury selection was expected to resume today.
helped stack bodies
— if you ask me if I'm
prejudiced, I sure am,"
said prospective juror

Eugene Murray, who was
excused from jury duty
by Diskin.
Diskin also excused_
Paula Risch, a waitress
in the Cabaret Room of
the club. Several prospective jurors said they knew
a California, Ky., woman
who was a fire victim.
A half-dozen firms
which made or
distributed plastics used
at the supper club and
three air-conditioning
firms are on trial. Attorneys for the victims
assert that products
manufactured or installed by the defendant firms
contributed to the deaths
and injuries.

just blankets, some of phanage is launching an
them dirty. One big closet experiment with foster
along the dormitory wall mothers — mostly
was crammed with an refugees themselves —
assortment of old mended who will take in between
clothes, some shoes and a five and 10 orphans and
few tattered comic books raise them with some
and othe reading help from the church.
material for children.
Three such women are
Romano said the or- being trained.

is proud to announce its new association with
Phillips Petroleum Company. Now our retailers
will be able to offer you Phillips 66 quality products
for your car. So please stop in at any
of these Phillips retailers where
you'll he glad a change has taken place._

Hendon's Service Station
200 N.4th St.
RoHo Service Center
5 Points Murray
Wilson-Holsapple
Phillips 66
Hazel,Ky. - .
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THE DEE CEE® LINE UP AT NATIONAL STORES IS GOING MIAOW!
Come register for the drawings to be held at 200 Om. March 13th, giving away ladles', mens' and childrens' clothes.

8.99 V NECK TOP
Recult27P01y-cotton
jersey stripe in 2 colors.
Sizes S-M -I -XL

16.88 WESTERN SHIRT
Reg.$22. Long sleeve,
plaid shirt with snap front.
S-M-L-XL

23.88 STRETCH JEANS
14.99 MAN -TAILOR PANT Reg. $29.00. Western style
jean, pre-washed denim.
Reg. $20.00. White, navy
Sizes 29 to 34.
or yellow twill 8 to 18

10.99 POLO KNIT TOP
Reg, M."Dee Gee"on
sleeve. Pink, lilac or blue
in sizes S-M-L-XL.

12.88 MEN'S TWILL PANT
Reg. $16.00. Dee Gee's
most popular twill pant
Khaki or navy.
Sizes 29 to 38.

8.99 MAN-TAILOR PANT
Reg. $18. Poly-cotton twill
pant in asst colors 5-15

10.88 BOYS'TWILL PANT
Reg. $13.99. Same pant as
above Sizes 8 to 18

9.99 OXFORD SHIRT
Short sleeve in blue and
white stripes.
Girls' Sizes 7-14

10.99 POLO KNIT TOP
reg. $14."Dee Cee" on
sleeve. Pink. lilac or
blue. S-M-L-XL

14.99 MAN TAILOR PANT
13.99 FATIGUE PANT
Poly-cotton twill pant in
Reg. $21. Banded bottom
blue.
leg, white or lilac. 5-13
Girls Sizes 7-14

11.99 PRAIRIE SHIRT
Reg.$16. Tulip print shirt
with ruffled yoke. Asst
colors. 5-13
13.99 PLEATED PANT
Reg'. $20. Single pleat
tailor pant. Pk, Al. 513
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THE SHUTTERS ARE COMING — St. Louis Cardinal relief pitcher Bruce
Shutter has sons Chad, 4, and Joshua, 9, throwing at the Cardinals spring
training camp located in St. Petersburg,Fla. The Cardinals begin their spring
training the last week in February.
(AP Laserphoto)

Your Individual
Horoscope

HEALTH

Hospital report

TIMES. Wednesday. March 3. 1912

Nursery 1! Adults 147
02-2742
Newborn Admisions
Marcia Smith and Baby
Girl, Rt. 8, Box 583, Benton.
Diana Hodge and Baby
Boy, 1104 Pogue St.
Gail Wright and Baby
Girl, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Kevin A. Kovacs, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., Evelyn
V. Dickey, Apt. 32, East
College Cts. Union City,
Tenn., Larry Jameson,
Rt. 1, Almo, Cynthia J.
Davis and Baby Boy, Rt.
1, Benton, Karen E.
Olazabal and Baby Girl,
Rt. 1, Almo.
Lillie F. Dick, Lynnville, Diane Olive, 901 B.
Sycamore, Margaret A.
Cole, Rt. 1, Mayfield,
Louise Washum, 603 Curtis St., Paris, Tenn.,
Florence E. Carskaddon,
Rt. 3, Fulton, Margaret
Holbrook, Rt. 5, Murray.
Leta M. Darnell, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Thomas E.
Herndon, Rt. 6, Homer J.
Hornbach, Rt. 6, Shelby
J. Pruett,'rt. 5, South
Fulton, Tenn., Barney
Dee Tabers, Rt. 2, Nancy
F. Canter. Box 51,
Sedalia.

Vickie L. Driver and
Baby Girl, Rt. I, Kirksey,
Rudy H. Bucy, SI7 S. 8th
St., J. B. Walker, Rt. 6,
Jessie R. Coursey, Rt. 5,
Paris, Tenn., Forrest T.
Bergen, Box 3, Kirksey,
Charles Evett, Rt. 1, Box
172 C, Kirksey.
Ovie Galloway, Rt. 3,
Cozie R. Lawrence, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Beatrice
K. Smith, 1001 Vine St.,
Cordies E. Fox, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Tomie Cavitt, 504
North cherry St..
Milburn Evans (expired), Rt.6.
FAST MOVING
HOLLAND, Mich.( AP)
— A scientist has found
that some dinosaurs
could run faster than
sprinting humans, though
not as fast as greyhounds
or racehorses.
The dinosaur tracks
measured in Texas showed speeds from 6 feet to 39
feet per second. Human
athletes can achieve
speeds of 33 feet per second. A horse can run
more than 50 feet per second, says the scientist,
who lives here.
Eighty-eight feet per
second equals 60 miles
per hour.
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Fatigue is a symptom , •
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — In
one of your columns you
mentioned that a certain
vitarrun can cause fatigue
Which vitamin was it? I take
vitamin E and also B and C
vitamins I thought vitamins
gave you more energy. I do
have fatigue and am wondering if it could be my vitamins.
DEAR READER — First,
let me say that if flbu have
fatigue it may have nothing
to do with your vitamin
intake or even a lack of vitamins. Fatigue is a symptom.
It sometimes means a person is bored and in some cases it is a symptom of an
underlying illness.
The B and C vitamins are
water soluble and the excess
you may take is washed out
through the kidneys. But
vitamins A, D and E are fat
soluble vitamins and can
build up in your body. Both
vitamin A and E in excess
can cause fatigue.
Vitamin E is not always
innocuous. Reports have
implicated vitamin E in
thrombophlebitis, pulmonary embolism, high blood
pressure, fatigue, enlarged
breasts, breast tumors, vaginal bleeding, headache,
dizziness, nausea and diarrhea, muscle weakness, visual complaints from antagonizing the action of vitamin
A, low blood glucose, chapp-

ing of lips, skin rash, aggravation of diabetes, aggravation of angina pectoris heart
pain and disturbances in
reproduction
A person is more apt to
have one of these complications if he takes large doses_
Taking anymore than 100
units a day is probably not
justified.
Vitamin E does have some
important functions. Most
people get plenty in their
well-balanced diet. If not, a
small dose is all that medical information really justifies. Its role in the frequency
of blood clots in leg veins
deserves evaluation in
respect to the common
usage of large doses of vitamin E by the public.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 4-12,
Vitamin E: Miracle or Myth,
to give you a more balanced
view of the uses and limitations of this vitamin. Others
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me,in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
have an unusual problem
and hope you can help me.
I'm a 16-year-old boy and
have gray hair. I have used
several treatments and
colorings such as Grecian

Formula and none work
because I wash my hair
ay
often Why do I have
hair so early? I know I ...'t
eat right all the time but neither do most teen-agers.
There are others in my family who had gray hair at an
early age but none this
early. It makes me feel sort
of like a freak. Is there anything you know that will
work and is fairly easy to
use and doesn't cost a fortune to buy?
DEAR READER — Don't
think of it as making you
look like a freak but rather
as making you look distinguished. It doesn't hurt to be
different. Girls often like a
young man who looks a little
more mature. With a young
face the gray hair can be
quite attractive. Go to a hair
stylist and let him help you
choose a style that koks
good for you.
I'd forget the coloring at
your age. Some preparations, including Grecian
Formula, contain lead and
there has been some concern
about its possible role in
causing lead toxicity. It will
never look as natural as

your natural gray hair.
Hair turns gray because
of loss of pigment or from
air in the hair shaft. It is not
a sign of illness or poor
health.

Frames Drake
FOR THURSDAY,MARCH 4, 1982
Wbatkiad of day will tomor- VIRGO
obligations, new work opporrow be? To find out what the ( Aug.23 to Sept.=)
tunities arise. Investigate
stars say, read the forecast Despite trivial difficulties roads to self-improvement.
given for your birth Sign.
with one friend, you'll receive PISCES
a lovely invitation from (Feb. 19 to Mar.20) XQT
ARIES
another. Financial prospects You creative ones are easily
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
distracted, yet you meet with
improve now.
You may collaborate with a LIBRA
commercial opportunity. Perfriend on a project. Despite a (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
sonal privacy abets mental acchange in plans, a domestic Though the time is ripe for complishments.
concern works out to your career progress, do not mix YOU
BORN TODAY are
satisfaction.
business and pleasure. Even- both practical and idealistic,
TAURUS
ing hours favor creativity and but sometimes have difficulty
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
romance.
reconciling these qualities. At
Tact is needed with a
times you are self-critical and
higher-up, but you know just SCORPIO
sell yourself short. You need a
the right words to use to ap- (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
gocri education in your field to
Despite
some
resistance
peal to a loved one. Act on new
from close friends, you'll still bolster your self-confidence.
career ideas.
be able to make wonderful You're a diligent worker who
GEMINI
vacation
plans. Enjoy needs a practical, workable
(May 21 toJune 20)
philosophy in order to cope
You'll find a solution to a research and reading.
with life's hard knocks. You'll
financial problem. Look for SAGITTARIUS
find fulfillment in music, art,
(Nov.
22
eVitit
)
>
toDec.
21)
new moneymaking chances.
sculpture, teaching and inCreativity and travel are Behind -the -scenes tenor design, though you're
assistance is yours in an imhighlighted.
portant financial project. equally at home in the
CANCER
Mentally, you're stimulated business world. Birthdate of:
(June 21 to July 22)
Charles Goren, bridge expert;
and
will impress others.
An early change of plan
Knute Rockne, famous footcould temporarily upset you, CAPRICORN
ball coach; Paula Prentiss,
but as the day progresses both (Dec. 22 toJan. 19) ViWI actress.
Strain
could
a
arise
with
home life and love concerns
close friend over money, yet
bring you happiness.
For best baking results,
you'll meet influential people
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 412fg now. Make plans for an impor- hot air in the oven must
An early misunderstanding tant career project.
circulate freely; stagger
with a close friend will be AQUARIUS
pans on oven shelves
-cleared up by day's end, but (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
when baking several
take the initiative in making Though you'll have some dishes at the same time.
trouble completing existing
amends.
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Try the
great taste of
Nothing.

JeM,s®
21 PIECE

SHRIMP
DINNER

9

they Aril 11

Jerry's famous 21-Piece Shrimp Dinner includes
21 Gulf shrimp, served up crispy and golden!

Plus French fries, fresh cole slaw and a dinner
roll with butter! At this special price, its a great
reason to...

Take Another Look at Jerry's

RC 100's got Nothing.
No Sugar,No Caffeine. Nothing...but Taste.
ME NM MUM=IMMEOM ME Mini ME
STORE COUPON
Here's a little something for

ME

Nothing.

TO THE DEALER Our saiesman
will redeem this coupon on accord
linos with Me terms 04 otter stated
plus usual hendlmg tee Coupon*
good only on the brand specified
and invo.ces proving purchases of
sufficient slOCli 10 cover coupons
must be shown upon request
Customer must pay any sales
la.es and depolutS CaSh redemp
hon value 1/20 04 1*

BOTTLER
NAME AND ADDRESS
HERE
ON YOUR NEXT PURCHASE OF RC 100
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THE MEAT
YOU'VE SERVED JIM ADAMS MEATS TO YOUR FAMILY
WITH THE ASSURANCE OF QUAl.ITY. U.S. CHOICE IOWA GRAIN FED- BEEF, REELEAN PORK, AND FRESHNESS THAT'S GUARANTEED. YOU EXPECT QUALITY
AND VALUE FROM JIM ADAMS AND THAT'S WHAT
YOU RECEIVE. MEATS THAT ARE PRICED RIGHT AND
TRIMMED RIGHT. AT NO SACRIFICE OF QUALITY, ANC
THAT'S HOW IT SHOULD BE.

•

Prices Good Wed.
March 3 thru
Tues., March 9

LUE PRIC
TOTAL VA
To Save You Money!
Three Ways

We Reserve the Right To
Correct Printing Errors
Food Stamp
Shoppers Welcome

3

2

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES

WEEKLY
SPECIALS

BONUS
BUYS

Look for the RED TAG They indicate
the items you buy the most often
that have actually been slashed to
the bare bone to save you money
everyday.

Look for the bright YELLOW TAG.
These are our weekly advertised
specials we continue to bring you
super savings each week.

Look for the BLUE TAG. They indicate
items that reflect our tremendous
buying power and fantastic manufacturer's allowances that bring you
extra values —
— Saving you even more money.

Quantity Rights Reserved

South side S. 12th
7:00-10:00 Mon.-Sat.
11:00-7:00 Sun.
Northside Chestnut St
6:00-10:00 Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

FREE Reel
given away Tu
Just register.
Reolean•Whole

Campbell's* 10% Oz.

Pork
Loin

CHICKEN NOODLE

14-17 Lb. Avg.

$1 18
Chicken

Noodle
sour

Bows: Up to 4$4
Limit4

10-14 Lb.
Whole or Half
Knott•120e.•sew.: Uptp 3er

e

Singles$ 1 59

1GA• 12 Ct.• Brown 'n Sorve

Rolls
IGA •20 Oz.•Sow: up te 20c

Mustard

200z.

69;
69

Maxwell House•soy.: up to 20C

Coffee

lib.

Buy 10 pounds of your favorit
ages and freeze for big savings

Bonus Buys

Rog. or Die• Soy* 604
- 16 Oz.

$1 39

Pepsi
20x Off Label•Sows: Up to 255

Ivory
Liquid

220z$1 19

Rod Cross • 2 Lbs.•Soy*: Up to get
Elbow

Macaroni or

Spaghetti

Long or Thin
Toxizo •S 02.• Sows: Up to 69C

Pine
Power
Former's Delete • 2 lbs.• Sows: Up to 30C

Crinkle Cut
Potatoes
2 Lb. Bog • Sows: Up to 20C

Northern
Beans

994
69c
59;
79c

10Lb.

Turkey
Drumsticks

$ 80
BLOB

Dok • 12 Os.• Comport,: Sporn $1.59

Luncheon
Meat
Armour • 5 Or

Vienna
Sausage
Goldorl•103 Celt•Pride of

Golden
Corn

Z.89c

Bryers

Ice

Cream

$199

2 Gal.
1
/

---.4611MrKlmarseperr-----••sen.
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Glenda Brandon
Bankroll Winner Of $1200

JUST PICKED PRODUCE

0 WILD SALE

r

Crisp•Iceberg

Fry,*

LETTUCE

STRAWBERRIES

eelf1:01oi Whole SMOKED HAM - to be

Head

vay Tursday, March 9th, 3 p.m. Nothing to buy.
ister.
Roiskon•Fresh
yititolis Rib

pare)
ibs

39
tb.

Radishes

4

For$ 1

6 oz Cello

891
Pole
Lb $

39

Green Beans

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES
JFG•Compere: Alltracle Whip $1.49

Salad Dressing
1FG "Bonus Blend"• Compare:False?,Wit
Gallon • say.: Up to 20c

Distilled Water
IGA • Compare: Kraft S1.29

Grape

Jelly

Qt. 99'
13 oz. Bag $179
594
is-c,97c

MACtc.
.
EFEL
Sav

Jack
ackeret

Kelly's•3 Oz.• Compar•: Armour

Potted Meat
Kraft •8 Oz.• Saws: Up to 20C

French Dressing
• "11'

Field's•Pro Leaguer

r 1 LB. MEAT SAL

favorit
;savings
APPV

IOPY AVAILABLE

OSCAR- MAYERTaste0 S•ct• Batter Dipt

Haddock Portions

tiltcd
eetologna

1243:$
•1142-

:G

Whiting Fish
Tast•0'Sea

Breaded Fish Sticks

Sausage Links

Tr•asure Isle • 16 Os.

JIM ADAMS 151A

OPEN SUNDAY
There's One Near You!

*FOOD *
STAMPS

•
•
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Pump alkws post-surgical patients
to give themselves morphine dosage
LEXINGTON, Ky.
AP — A portable pump
that allows post-surgical
patients to administer
their own morphine could
ease the workload on nursing staffs and speed the
testing of new drugs, according to researchers at
the University of Kent ucky College of
Medicine.
"There is a serious nursing shortage right now
and it can be as long as a
30-minute wait for a
nurse to give someone a
shot," Dr. David Graves,
a pharmacist, said in an
interview. "This (pump)
could change that."
Graves and seven other
UK researchers spent
two years studying patients who used the infusion pump to control their
own morphine dosages
after surgery.
A report of their findings in-the Journal of the
American Medical
Association said patients
used "significantly less"
morphine with the
telephone-size device and
recovered quicker.
The technique, called
patient-controlled
analgesia, allows a pa.
tient to give himself an intravenous dose of morphine with two pushes of

a button.
The research team
hopes to submit a final
proposal for the pump to
the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration this summer.
Pharmacist Thomas
Foster said the pump
might cut the time and
expense — currently
about seven years and $50
million — of testing new
drugs.
Foster declined to identify the company that
built UK's five pumps
because of restrictions in
the research contract.
"If it works, this thing
could mean millions of
dollars in savings
through drug research
alone," Foster said, "so
you can understand why
the company is hesitant
about publicity."
The medical journal
quoted Dr. Richard Bennett, an anesthesiologist,
as saying the two-year
study produced "the first
hard evidence ... that
patient-controlled
analgesia simultaneous!)
improves pain relief and
decreases sedation
throughout the entire
postoperative period."
Researchers also found
"that patients use

significantly less morphine ... and that
pulmonary function is
significantly better in
these patients," according to the journal.
Others involved in the
study were
anesthesiologist Ballard
D. Wright, surgeons
Ward 0. Griffen Jr.,
Brack Bivins and
Richard M. Bell, and
pharmacist Randal
Batenhorst.
"This is the first time
anything like this has
been done in the United
States and we believe we
can completely alter pain
levels in patients who
have had major
surgery," Foster said.
The traditional method
— usually a 10-milligram
shot of morphine every
three or four hours — has
often failed to relieve
pain entirely, Foster
said. And in many cases,
patients were rarely
awake during their first
days of recovery.
"Those patients who
are asleep during the first
days have depressed
breathing levels and run
the risk of contracting
pneumonia through the
buildup of fluids in the
lungs," Griffen said.

The pump administers
a 1-milligram dose and is
programmed to allow
another dose, if needed,
after six minutes. Foster
said there is little chance
of drug addiction because
the patients are using it
to ease their pain, not to
get high."
Morphine traditionally
is injected into a muscle
and can take as long as an
hour to be effective. The
pump sends morphine into the bloodstream,
where it works within two
or three minutes, Bennett
said.
"What happens is that
patients give themselves
only as much analgesia
as they need," he said.
"They are awake more
and are more able to participate in their
recovery."
Researchers also found
something that patients
differ radically in the
amount of morphine they
need to stop pain.
"What we've seen is
that there is a wide range
of tolerance for the
analgesia," Bennett said.
"In one of our studies,
there was a tenfold dif •
ference in the amount of
morphine used, even
after correcting for differences in body weight."
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Burn cream may have killed at least nine
CHARLOTTESVILLE, died during that time, ty said in a statement.
Va. (AP) — A commer- and clinical observations,
Cream tests were made
cially uoduced Cititin-p
—Tabora tory tests and on rabbits, and within
used to Tight infection in autopsies indicated that seven days 80 percent of
burn victims may have--nine of the patients, with the animals died. The
killed nine patients at the burns over 15 to 64 per- university discontinued
University of Virginia cent of their bodies, had a use of the cream and
Medical Center over a toxic syndrome similar to substituted a cream that
two-year period, univer- that produced by drink- contained the same ansity physicians say.
ing standard antifreeze.
timicrobial ingredient as
The substance, Furacin
Furacin Soluble Dress- Furacin Soluble Dressing
Soluble Dressing, can ing contains 99.8 percent but in a non-toxic carrier
cause acute kidney polyethylene gylcol, a cream.
failure, Dr. Benjamin C. highly soluble alcohol
The findings of the
Sturgill, professor of that carries the drug's physicians were sent to
pathology in the Universi- antimicrobial deep into the U.S. Food and Drug
ty of Virginia School of burn tissue.
Administration for
Medicine, told the United
The effect of the cream review and to the
States-Canadian Division became suspect in 1980 manufacturer of the
of the Internationl when Dr. David A. cream, Norwich-Eaton
Academy of Pathology in Herold, a resident physi- Pharmaceuticals of NorBoston on Monday.
cian in clinical pathology, wich, N.Y.
The university's burn and Dr. David E. Bruns,
William Kenney, public
center used the cream on associate professor of relations manager for the
patients between July clinical pathology, firm, said the company
1978 and July 1980 before studied laboratory tests mailed letters to burn
discontinuing its use, from a patient who died centers throughout the
Sturgill said. Ten patients from burns, the universi- country in December to
___.

warn of the potential toxicity of the product.
Kenney also said the
company voluntarily added a warning label on the
drug.
Kenney said the drug,
introduced in 1946, has
been used in 50 million
cases, with only 150 cases
of "adverse reactions."
Kenney said he did not
know how many of those
resulted in death.'
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Alternator.
Remanufactured for most
domestic cars. Exchange.
1 yr. warranty.

U-joints

Fan clutches

Replacement 1.1.joints by
Croy. Replace worn joints
now and save.

Quality manufactured by
Hayden for most domestic
cars.

Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

Despite the university's
findings, "we're keeping
this on the market as an
option," Kenney said.
-We feel it ought to be
available."
Four percent of all burn
patients are treated with
Furacin Soluble Dressing, according to the National Institute for Burn
Medicine in Ann Arbor,
Mich.
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Pan bona
Our reg. 299, 3.69 and
3.99 fan belts. Keep a
spare.

38.88
48 month battary
Four years of guaranteed
starting power Auto
Shack priced to save you
money. Exchange.

Caeina 20W50
oneier oil
Super multi-grade.
Limit 6 quarts please.
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Two-Way Savings Plan

Do it yourself ..save big bucks'
•
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REBATE
COUPON

$1°°REBATE

Jack stands
Work easy, work safe
with heavy-duty
equipment. Limit 1 set.

-Turtle wax
Gives.your car that "hard
ithell finish." 12-oz.
bottle. Limit 2.

when you buy
three one-pound packages of Fischer's Bologna.

15.99
Armor all
Protects and beautifies
almost every surface.
4-oz. bottle. Limit 2.

Truck mirrors
Fit most makes, models
& styles. Rober* is built
to last.

Hours: Mon-Sat 8 a.m. tit 8 p.m.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

Send three labels from three packages of Fischer's one-pound bologna to
Fischer's $1 Rebate. P 0 Box 1038, Maple Main, MN 55348. Coupon must
include a zip code and only one rebate is allowed per household or address
No facsimiles will be accepted Allow 6-8 weeks for processing Void where
prohibited, taxed or restricted
MLT-3
Otte expires May 6. 1962
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2
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59.97

Keep a spare Al Auto
Shack you save big
bucks

ATTACH 3 LABELS and MAIL

STORE
COUPON

on any packagi of
Fischer's Wieners.

This coupon is good for 156 off when you buy any one-pound package of Fischer's
wieners NOTICE TO GROCER Fischer Packing Co will redeem this coupon for
face value plus 79 handling where the terms of this offer have been complied with
Any purchases of sufficient stock to cover redemption applicable Void of taxed.
prohibited or otherwise restricted or where presented by an outside agency or
broker Cash value 1/20th of 16 Limit one coupon per person. one package of
wieners per coupon Mail coupons to Fischer Pecking Co P 0 Box 1199. Clinton.
Iowa 52734
MI.T-3
Otter explr•s April 4, 1982

.99

141',Bettors
An air-adjustable shock
by Gabriel that handles
up to 1,000 lbs. of extra
weight.

Tire gauge
Heavy-duty professional
tire gauge for the right
amount of air.

Open every Sunday
II

- -.1CPRESS
PARTS SERVICE

If you naad a hard-to-find part that Auto Shack
doasn't stock, wa will p.1,1 for you promptly.

Ad privies not good for cospres• parts • Ad prices postal OM Monday

SOUTHSIDE
SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, K Y

753-8971
the Bacon-makid people II

REDEEM AT STORE

712 LOCUST STREET
PARIS, TN

644-9588
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Oil filtar wranch
Easy one hand operation,
durable. Buy now and
save. Limit 2.
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